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WHAT’S NEWS
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

The North Face opens its biggest European store yet
The North Face
opened its
largest store in
Europe on
September 1.
The company has transformed a 5,382
square feet, two-floor retail space in the
heart of Manchester's city centre into a
first-class destination for outdoor
adventurers and consumers.
The store boasts its own fully
functioning ice climbing wall - the tallest
one in the UK in a retail environment - that
spans both floors. Customers can don a pair
of crampons, get roped up and scale the
frozen abyss right there in the store under
the supervision of qualified instructors.
The move comes on the back of a big
increase in sales in the UK. The North Face
reported an annual 55 per cent rise in
February 2005 for the UK and across Europe
spring bookings were up 22 per cent.

Free CCTV deal
As part of its drive to promote full coverage security for
retailers, B to B Links Ltd, a member of The Sports Industries
Federation, is giving away a fully-installed, full-colour, fourcamera digital recording package, worth £2,500, with every
one of its tagging systems.
For further information call 0870 7510605
or visit www.btoblinks.net
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Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

“One of the reasons Arnold Palmer is playing so well is that, before
each tee shot, his wife takes out his balls and kisses them.”
Anonymous US TV commentator
10 NEW MEMBERS FOR S&L UK
In line with its plans for growth and
development this year, Sports & Leisure UK has
announced it has recruited 10 new members
during the second quarter of 2005.
To complement its already strong supplier
base, S&L UK’s list of suppliers also continues to
grow, with members benefiting from special
terms from the following new companies: Fila
UK, Ki Martial Arts, Konfidence Ltd, Kippax
Cricket, Lotto UK, Oregon Scientific and
Fitness-Mad/Yoga-Mad.
Ann Hardy, Sports & Leisure
UK’s chief executive
Says Ann Hardy, S&L UK’s chief executive:
“With the challenging high street environment set to continue for the rest
of the year, the focus on cost savings and profitability has never been more
important. This is where the group really makes its mark, providing real
benefit for its retail members and suppliers.
“I am pleased to welcome on board all our new trading partners, who
will make a positive impact on the development of the group and look
forward to seeing them at our October buying show.”

Sport Industry Awards
open for entries
The Sport Industry Awards 2006 are now officially open
for entries.
Brands, governing bodies, PR and marketing
agencies and teams are once again putting forward their
campaigns in the hope of picking up one of the highly
coveted awards at Old Billingsgate on April 27 next year.
Last year's 'Best Designed Sport Kit' prize attracted a lot of interest from the
likes of Umbro, Asics, Puma and Joma and was awarded to the TaylorMade Golf
r7 Quad club, which won praise for its ground-breaking technological innovations.
Interested in entering? visit www.sportindustry.biz for more information or call
Tom Caplan at The Awards' Office on 0207 240 7702.

Getting sportier?
Latest research from Mintel finds three-quarters of all British adults donning their
sports gear to exercise at least once a week - up from 70 per cent of adults in 2003.
Making a splash as the most popular form of exercise is swimming, with 20 per
cent of respondents taking the plunge at least once a month. Interestingly, the
remaining favourites can all be enjoyed at home or outdoors with only minimal
financial investment. These activities are keep fit, aerobics and stretch at 16 per cent,
weight training and gym at 15 per cent, hiking and rambling at 12 per cent and
cycling at 11 per cent.
Exclusive consumer research also shows an encouraging number of Britons putting
their best foot forward in the name of a good cause, with as many as 24 per cent
having taken part in a sporting event for charity. What's more, a further 14 per cent are
keen to take part in a charitable sporting event, having never participated in the past.
"While more consumers are playing sport regularly, an increasing proportion of
them are opting for activities that cost nothing to take part in," says Silvia Bartels,
Insight Manager at Mintel.
"Clearly the cost of exercising is an increasingly important factor when it comes
to keeping fit and may be the root of the growth in popularity of sports in which free
play is the norm, for example, cycling, hiking, rambling and jogging.
"Previous research has also shown that many British people are buying home
exercise videos and their own dumbbells so that they can exercise at home while
keeping costs to a minimum."
Sports For Good Causes is available from Mintel (0207 606 4533). Price £995. A
nationally representative sample of 1,932 adults aged 15 and above were questioned
for the report.

More big developments
at STAG
A new website. Seven new supplier agreements. A slick
new promotional brochure and seven new members. It’s
all part of a normal month at the Sports Traders
Alliance Group.
In August the buying group’s website
(www.stagbuyinggroup.com) went live just as 500
promotional brochures were mailed out to
independents up and down the country. “This has
already given us many new leads and resulted in new
members joining us,” says Sales & Marketing Director,
Ricky Chandler. “The brochure will be sent out to all
existing members as well as further establish the many
benefits of STAG membership.”
August also saw seven new supplier agreements put
in place with Hilly Clothing, Nike Vision, Woodworm,
Hummell, Sweetspot, Kelme and Second Chance, while
eight retailers become STAG members.
“We would officially like to welcome them all to the
group,” says Chandler. “They are Kits Direct (Datchet,
Berks), Total Football (Eastcote, Middlesex), Sportline
(Ashton in Makerfield, Lancashire), Surridge Sports
(Burnley), Abacus Sports (Faversham, Kent), Extra Time
Sports (Burnham, Bucks), The Sports Co (Belfast) and
Frontier Shoe (Soho, London).
“We would also like to wish Martin Millinchip of
Bromsgrove Sports a very happy retirement and say
thank you to a long-standing STAG member. We would
also like to send out best wishes to Charles Millinchip,
who is taking control of the business.”
Don’t forget to see pages 30-31 for a full
preview of the STAG members show, which takes
place in November.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Diary Dates
ISPO Winter

GO Outdoors
2005
When: September 25-27, 2005.

When: January 29-February 1, 2006.
Where: New Munich Trade Fair
Centre.
Admission: TBC.
Organiser: Messe Munchen GmbH.
Tel: (+4989) 949 20151. Email:
info@ispo.com
Opening times: Sunday-Monday
9am-6pm. Tuesday 9am-5pm.

Where: Harrogate International
Centre.

ISPO Russia

Admission: free to all trade visitors
that register in advance of the
show. Those that arrive on-site
without a badge will be charged
£10 (which includes a show
catalogue). OIA members get in free
regardless of pre-registration.

When: February 20-23, 2006.
Where: Crocus Centre, Moscow.
Admission: TBC.
Organiser: Messe München GmbH
and Sport Communication Group Ltd.
Tel: (+4989) 949 20165. Email:
mick@isporussia.com
Opening times: Friday-Sunday 10am6pm. Monday 10am-5pm.

Organiser: Outdoor Industries
Association. Tel: 0208 842 1111.
Opening times: Sunday-Monday
9.30am-6pm. Tuesday 9.30am-4pm.

The Cycle Show
When: October 13-16, 2005.
Where: ExCeL, London.
Admission: free to the trade. Preregister at www.cycleshow.co.uk
Organiser: Upper Street Events.
Tel: 020 7288 6733.

SOLTEX 06
When: February 19-22, 2006.
Where: G-Mex, Manchester.
Admission: No charge for preregistered visitors. £5 on the day
(price includes show catalogue).
Visitor registration will be available
at www.soltex.co.uk from the end
of September.
Organiser: Rare Management.
Tel: 0131 557 9466.
Opening times: Sunday-Tuesday
9am-6pm. Wednesday 9am-4pm.

Opening times: Thursday 10am7.30pm. Friday 10am-7pm. Saturday
10am-6pm. Sunday: 10am-4pm.

STAG Members Show, in
association with Sports Insight
Around 75 suppliers will be exhibiting and an expected 150 STAG
members will attend, making this the largest buying show in the UK
for the independent sports trade.

When: November 20-21, 2005.
Where: Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire.
For further information call STAG on 01793 715406.
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ISPO China
When: March 13-16, 2006.
Where: Shanghai New International
Expo Centre, Shanghai.
Admission: TBC.
Organiser: Messe München GmbH and
China International Exhibition
Corporation. Tel: (+4989) 949 20165.
Email: reschke@ispo.com
Opening times: Monday-Wednesday
9am-5pm. Thursday 9am-3pm.

Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

Name game

“And now over to ringside where Harry Commentator is your carpenter.”
Anonymous BBC announcer

Sponsorship news

WILSON has signed an exclusive three-year contract with England’s rising
squash star, 21-year-old Peter Barker, to endorse the brand’s range of
rackets, footwear and apparel. As part of the agreement, Wilson will
feature the player on advertising, posters, ball packaging, point of sale
material (in-store and attached to product) and promotions.
KOOGA RUGBY has added four more clubs to its portfolio of kit sponsorships for
the 2005/06 season. Guinness Premiership newcomers Bristol and Celtic League
contenders Edinburgh, Glasgow and Boarders will be wearing KooGa apparel
from the start of this season, taking its kit partnerships to 18 major clubs.
ADIDAS has signed a new multi-year endorsement deal with Andre
Agassi, ending the 17-year partnership he had with rival brand Nike.
The deal will see Agassi exclusively wearing the German firm’s footwear
and apparel.

MCDAVID is to become the Official Protective Apparel and Sports
Medical Supplier to the Great Britain Floorball Federation. The
agreement will see the Great Britain squad wearing McDavid hDc
Moisture Management Undergarments and HexPad body protection in
all matches and training sessions, including the 2006 World Cup, as
well as using McDavid sports medical products.
NBA Star Dwyane Wade of the Miami Heat has also signed an
endorsement deal with the company. Wade now joins fellow basketball
star Corey Maggette on the McDavid basketball roster.

SPEEDO has signed a four-year sponsorship agreement with 21-yearold Kirsty Coventry from Zimbabwe, crowned the best female
swimmer of the 11th FINA World Championships in Montreal.
Coventry made sporting history when she won the first Olympic
swimming medals (gold, silver and bronze) for her country at the
2004 Athens Olympics.

EAS has signed a sponsorship agreement with top triathlete,
Tim Don. Don, currently the world’s number two triathlete,
has already enjoyed four victories this year, securing first
place in the All Africa Championships, the Honolulu ITU
World Cup, the Madrid ITU World Cup and the Corner
Brook ITU World Cup. He is also the current National
Champion at both Duathlon and Triathlon. EAS managing
director, Peter Valentine, says: “I’m thrilled to have someone
of Tim’s calibre and ability representing the EAS range and
am sure he will find our nutritional products an essential
part of maximising his training, performance and recovery.”
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Mitre
takes
kit
award
Transfer market
Industry movers
and shakers
NEW BALANCE has appointed Eve Davies as its European
marketing director. Davies joins from Speedo, where she
was global product vice-president.
MAN O’LEISURE has made Jonathan Haines its new area
sales manager for central England. Formerly of White
Mountain, where he spent 11 years as a manager and
buyer, he will now take care of Man O Leisure’s growing
portfolio of outdoor products which includes Ryders
eyewear, Ultimate Direction, Sierra Designs and Kelty
Kids, plus accessories such as Hog Wild and Chums.
SAUCONY has appointed Peter Swaine as its Technical
Representative for Northern England and Scotland. Swaine is
a graduate of Loughborough University, having completed
an MSc in Sport and Leisure Management following his BSc
in Ergonomics.
Says Andrew Sainsbury, managing director of Saucony UK:
"We're very pleased to welcome someone with Peter's sporting
background to our team. His role will be invaluable, continuing
the roll out of the Saucony ShoeLab across the northern regions
whilst offering staff training to all our technical and sporting
goods stores. Peter brings a good deal of biomechanical
knowledge, which will be enhanced by our existing training
programme with one of the country's top podiatrists."
FOCUS GROUP HOLDINGS has appointed Elliot Brown as
group sales director. Brown will be responsible for overall
sales within the group’s division covering a branded
portfolio including Converse, U aRe U, Service Inc, Ecko
and Le Coq Sportif. He joins Focus from Levi Strauss where
he was UK/Ireland sales director.

NAUTILUS has appointed Steve Carter as its new UK
managing director. He takes over from Andrew Dick
following his promotion to a new international role as
vice president - distributor business. Carter, 36, was
previously sales director of Cybex International UK and
prior to that spent five years as a key account manager
for Icon Health & Fitness.
10
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Letters to the editor
Dear Sir,
In response to the letter published in your magazine in the August/September issue
from Kit For The Fit, I think he is misinformed.
The reason that larger suppliers do not service the smaller independent sector of
the market is, according to them, one of economics. They no longer have the
infrastructure in their organisations to deal with hundreds of independents and have
consequently disbanded their representative sales force.
Sales agents have pressed these large suppliers to allow them (the agents) to act
as their sales force, but to a large extent this has been rejected.
Buying groups such as STAG have been able to obtain products from the larger
suppliers at advantageous prices for the independent trade, allowing distribution of
their products to be widespread.
Sales agents, far from running the trade as suggested by your correspondent, are
increasingly in decline due to the pincer effect of less agencies being on offer from
the large suppliers and a declining customer base of independents.
I am not sure what your correspondent implies with his comment about agents
running the market. It may be that he has had difficulty obtaining product from certain
suppliers who sell via agents. This could be because the supplier has stipulated
certain criteria before the agent can open the account.
Yours sincerely
Chris Hodges
Chairman, The Association of Professional Sales Agents (APSA)
Dear Sir,
The news that Adidas will buy Reebok is another nail in the coffin for the sporting goods industry.
This will give Nike and ‘Adidas-Reebok’ control of around 60 per cent of the global market.
I know it's a common theme with many other independent shop owners I speak
to, but these global brands really should treat independent retailers with the respect
we deserve. It seems to be catching too - other manufacturers are starting to display
the same characteristics.
I only stock Nike because I have to in order to attract the (mostly younger) customers
who demand it, but if I had the choice I would only buy stock from companies who bother
to communicate with us properly, and see us for what we are: their lifeblood.
The ‘big names’ must stop assuming the big chains are the only ones worth
bothering with and get back on good terms with us, the independents - we’re doing
the job many retail chains cannot, and furthermore, we’re here to stay!
Name and address supplied
Dear Sir,
We would like to raise the profile of a unique and exciting sport which is now played
worldwide - Underwater Hockey (UWH) - which in the UK is also known as
Octopush. I represent the organising committee for the 14th World Underwater
Hockey Championships to be held in Sheffield during August 2006. This will be the
first time that this bi-annual event has been hosted by the UK.
It is expected that over 55 teams from 35 countries will attend for the three-week
period, with an estimated total of 1,000 people, bringing an anticipated revenue of £1.25
million to Great Britain. The event runs from 11-26 August 2006, and all the players will
train and compete at Ponds Forge International Pool.
We are planning to offer advertising space on the underwater barriers, which can
then be viewed worldwide via our pay-per-view online web streaming service, and
sale of DVDs. For more info please visit www.uwhworlds2006.net
Any remaining money will be carried forward to the UWH Sport Development
Fund, which will be used to promote and foster youth UWH in the UK. Lastly, as with
all events of this nature, this will be run by volunteers and funds are always the
biggest hurdle. Fortunately we live in the real world and realise that people and
companies are not easily parted with their money or goods, hopefully you will
appreciate the good work that is being done to make these games the best ever.
Phil Thompson on behalf of the UK Worlds 2006 Organising Committee

Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
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“If it had been a cheese roll it would never have got past him.”
Graham Gooch on Shane Warne’s ‘Ball of the Century’ that clean bowled Mike
Calendar
Gatting in 1993.

IT REALLY IS RACKET SCIENCE
An innovative new technology hitting the sports equipment market could
put a whole new spin on sports. Leading racket manufacturer, Karakal UK,
is one of the first companies to embrace nanotechnology.
Staying one step ahead of the game through innovation and new
technology are vital in the multi-million pound sports equipment market.
Vibration control, ‘sweet spot enlargement’ and interactive string
technology have all been used by racket manufacturers in recent years. But
now there’s something new on the market - nanotechnology.
Nanotechnology - engineering on a scale of individual atoms - is a
way to make new materials or to improve properties of existing
materials. Its uses range from medical devices to car paint. But the
majority of commercially available nanotech products on the market
today are in sports.
Karakal UK is about to launch a new series of rackets for the tennis,
squash and badminton market utilising this new technology and the
company plans to update its tennis range for 2006. Later this year the
distinctive new Nanotech logo will be emblazoned across the racket range.
No stranger to the use of this technology, Karakal’s product development
team pioneered the use of nanotech in the manufacture of its grips over
two years ago.
So how does it work? Nanoscalic or Nano powder, made from
microscopic ceramic particles, is added to the chemical mix during the
production process of Karakal’s grips. As a result, the surface material feels
softer and more comfortable, but gripping power and durability are
greatly improved.
Karakal’s new range of Nanotech rackets will be launched in late 2005.
For further information call 0117 982 9057 or visit www.karakal.com

ZOGGS STRENGTHENS UK TEAM
Australian swim brand Zoggs has strengthened its UK team
to meet the growing demand for its products.
In the last three months the company’s sales team has
been increased and refocused to capitalise on the growth the
brand has enjoyed over the last two years. The UK salesforce
has been increased to four employed area managers, four
sales merchandisers and three agents, as well as two key
account managers.
The customer service team in Lightwater, Surrey, has also
been increased to five agents. These additions and changes
have allowed Zoggs to increase the provision of excellent
service to the trade, where it already has strong trading
relationships with STAG, Sports UK, the Allied group, plus
many other sports retailers.
While Zoggs has traditionally been known as an
innovative swim goggle and equipment brand, the past few
seasons has seen swimwear gain the greatest growth. The
objective of becoming a ‘one stop swim shop brand’ has
been achieved, with an unrivalled range of products across all
swimming categories.
The consumer focus at Zoggs is on the regular adult
fitness and recreational swimmer in the UK, as well as having
a very specific focus on the teen, junior and tots swimmer.
Zoggs set another first when it launched its fitness
swimming website (www.swim4fitness.com) in 2004.
Uniquely, swimmers of all ages and abilities are able to access
a range of fully interactive training tips and programmes via
the web, free of charge. In the last month a programme for
Triathletes - Swim4Triathlon - has gone live.

Sports
Short

…JD Sports is dropping the ‘sports’ moniker from fascias in a move towards fashion and away from other high street sports
retailers, following the announcement of its majority ownership by Pentland last month. The first store to carry the JD name will
be in Manchester…Retail chain Sports World is believed to be considering a £300 million bid for Umbro…Glasgow's bid to host
the 2014 Commonwealth Games is up and running. Minister Jack McConnell announced the Scottish Executive's support for a bid
to host the Games, which consultants claim will cost £200 million to stage…The ECB is to step up its campaign to increase the level of funding for
cricket at grassroots level by appointing a PR consultancy to intensify pressure on the government to fund cricket in state schools…Hi-Tec has designed
an exclusive collection of golfing footwear inspired by British designers such as Paul Smith …The UK's Talented Athlete Scholarship Scheme for athletes
aged 18 to 25 is to receive an extra £1 million per year from the National Lottery, boosting it to £4m a year...English football’s second tier The
Championship is the fourth best-attended football competition in Europe. Last season it attracted 9.8 million fans…Reebok is to fund a Channel 4 youthoriented ‘extreme makeover’ show based around the regeneration of urban areas into sports arenas or community centres…EAS has been named in the
US as the only brand to gain the seal of approval from the National Football League, offering yet more reassurance that its entire range is dope free…

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Spring Summer 2006 from

Zoggs

Spring Summer 2006 from Aussie Swim brand Zoggs is all about innovation, leading fabric technology
and a real vibrancy of the colours for in an around the pool next summer.

Performance
Our hybrid chlorine resistant Performance CR25™ range is built so as to
offer design balanced with function. The latest styles, seasonal colours and
prints together with our very own Performance CR25™ chlorine resistant
warp knitted fabric. The superior all way stretch and recovery warp knitted
fabric ensures both comfort and fit whilst offering up to 25 times longer
life than conventional swimwear in chlorinated water and offers a
UPF50+ sun protection rating.Summer 2006 incorporates a mix of colours
combining gunmetal with hot red and orange, and marine blue combined
with cool grey and aqua. Exciting new styling with fluid asymmetric
panels features in our ‘Flinders’ story which is available in a variety of 1
and 2 piece designs. Two new signature placement prints, ‘Yamba’ and
‘Freemantle’ balance with the asymmetric styling to complement this
exceptional range story. These are supported by several new styles and cuts
as well as our most popular favorites in colours that work together over
two distinctive colour palettes.One of our aims is to match all consumer
needs with innovative and functional designs, 2006 sees an even more
comprehensive offering for swimmers with a fuller figure and offer
medium and low leg options with full bust support and range up to a size
48”.

for 2006 offering the consumer flexibility and individualized support and
functionality. New men’s swim short’s this year feature some distinctive
new styles and colour coordinated paneling that work in across the overall
men’s swimwear offer.

Active Youth
Created for the teenager through to the young adult, our Active Youth
range combines the durability of our CR25™ fabrics with the sportiest
designs using our own Elastomax™ and ties in the hottest colours for the
active teens. The New powerful Performance CR25™ offer and a
distinctively sporty Elastomax™ range encompasses styles and colour
mixes aimed at the those who want fashionably funky styling that is
distinctively different to the junior swimwear offer. Stunning and dramatic
asymmetric paneling to bold taping on clean cut shapes with bright colour
infusions feature is a range of style options. Active Youth offers extrovert
styling and colours inspired for the younger or young at heart.

Junior Toggs - 6-12yrs

The Fitness category encompassing traditional stretch fabrics features our
Elastomax™ 190gm chlorine tough Nylon/Lycra™. The offer
encapsulates the colours of 2006 in a range of styles designed for the
active swimmer looking for swimwear that looks great in and out of the
pool. ‘Freshwater’ is our feature suit and supports an offering which is
influenced by fresh nautical colours, with deep coral and sparkling ocean
blue as well as a nautical feel with stylish swirls inspired by Pucci.

From the longest lasting CR25™ chlorine resistant Toggs to sun
protection, Junior 2006 has the styles, prints and shapes that will be in
demand whether lap swimming for school or club or just hanging out
around the pool or on the beach. Flame inspired placement prints which
are fun but stylish in a variety of back designs are colour coordinated to
blend with an overall colour theme that is a mixture of pink and blue tones
through Performance to Active and Leisure. The category is accentuated
by a summery flower power story which combines to offer one of the most
merchandisable capsules yet. Sun Protection is as a key focus of the 2006
range and has been designed so as to match and coordinate with the
motif’s and prints which feature in both the girls and boys offer.

Leisure

Tots Toggs – 0-6yrs

Lifestyle and Leisure go hand in hand
and the styles for the coming summer
accentuate these two elements perfectly.
Combining new shapes and details, from
the classic to the contemporary, and
vibrant colours defining the trends for
2006.‘Miami’ is a new and stylish retro
back style available as a one piece,
tankini and hipster bikini option in
lavender with Zingy Lime and Coral
infused with Apricot. These colours
also run through the new wrap styled
‘Secret’ range.Hit the hippy trail with
the beautifully named ‘Lost Beach’
range with tie dyes in soft feminine
colours, with beautifully crafted
handwritten flower style
print.‘Pacific Palms’ looks back to
the 70’s with retro inspired
stripes, halter styles and
ring details.
Removable padding in
the bra of the halter suits is a new feature

Our new Tots Tuff-Stuff™ offer brings both durability and long lasting
quality of our CR25 fabric to a category which is packed with everything
from cute and fun summery prints to sun protection functionality. Bright,
fun and colourful sums up the Tots Tuff-Stuff™ chlorine resistant offer.
From ‘Ocean’ which is sea-life inspired through to ‘Zoggy’ who is fast
becoming a firm favorite to a delightfully cute flower motif ‘Ussher’ story
for the real girly girls. The Elastomax™ range is lead by our
‘Mollymook’story, a soft patchwork style print available in 4 must have
styles including a sun protection rash vest and compliments one of the
most exciting tots offers for the summer of 2006.

Fitness
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“At Zoggs we aim to match all consumer needs with innovative and
functional swimwear designed for all swimmers and at all levels. Whether
swimming for fitness or simply for recreation each suit is styled to fit and
when we say ‘fit’ we don’t just mean body fit, each style needs to fit the
individuals personal needs and wants. Offering the longest lasting Chlorine
Resistant swimwear for the serious swimmer through to all the essentials
for the 1-6 year tots Spring Summer 2006 is our most defined and
structured range to date and re-iterates our Australian heritage through the
names of the range being some of Australia’s most renowned beaches”.
Neil McConnochie – International Brand Director.

01276 489089
sales@zoggs.com
www.zoggs.com

RETAIL THERAPY

Retail Therapy

Terry Ferbrache, Fletchersports
Fletchersports, based in Guernsey’s
capital, St Peter’s Port, is owned and
run by Terry Ferbrache, who has
been in sports retail for 29 years.
Starting as a sales assistant,
becoming manager and, for the last
10 years, the owner of his own sports
outlet, Ferbrache now employs six
staff and also owns a smaller shop in
St Sampson’s.
Fletchersports trades fashion wear
on the 800 sq ft ground floor, while the
first floor is a traditional sports shop.
The shop has close ties with the
Island’s radio station, Island FM, and
also sponsors the Guernsey FA Cup.
Fashion shoots and regular media
coverage give the shop a high profile
on the island.
Sports Insight: What’s the market like
in Guernsey?
Terry Ferbrache: Surf is very strong
over here, and it’s quite a sporty island,
but we’ve got a very static populace of
60,000 people. Passing trade is pretty
much non-existent - the holiday
makers are generally an older bunch,
so we don’t gain a lot of business from
them. It’s quite a tough market.
SI: How has trade been over the last
12 months?
TF: Very similar to last year - steady.
SI: What’s the shop set up?
TF: Our first floor is traditional sports hockey sticks, trainers, rackets, back to
school, etc - and we offer a complete
sports service. We sell stocking ties and
referee’s whistles, right the way across
the board. But we made a conscious
decision about six years ago to offer
fashion as well, to change the image of
the shop and give it a bit of a lift.
SI: You have a number of strong
marketing strategies - are they all
initiated by you?
TF: We had a look at our advertising
budget and noticed we were spending
quite a lot but not really targeting it
properly, so we decided to employ the
services of the island’s biggest
advertising agency, Wallace Barnaby.
We’ve done some pretty big
projects and we’ve had massive
success. I think it keeps the customers

coming in because it puts your name
in a more professional light. That’s one
of the problems with independents we’re often not professional enough
and I think we could do more to sell
ourselves.
Our latest advertising spend is on
the back of all the toilet doors in the
leisure centre, which is only costing us
£900 a year. You can’t get many
adverts in the local press for that.
SI: How do you compete with the big
retailers in Guernsey?
TF: The quality of what we do is
important and I think that’s how we
are able to compete. We pride
ourselves on things like our window
displays, use of graphics, targeted
marketing, staff knowledge and a fully
computerised system.

and customers can use it. But as for
going online, to do a proper job you’d
have to spend too much money.
SI: Any insights about the sports
retail industry for those thinking
about setting up in sports retail?
TF: It’s no secret that retail is tricky at
the moment - there’s lots of
competition and the internet has made
it a lot harder. To start from scratch is a
massive expenditure and the margins
are not as brilliant as everyone thinks.
We’re reasonably lucky with customer
loyalty but a lot of people don’t have
that.
Having said that, it is great fun we’re dealing with nice people and the
staff are great. We try to give our staff
a career not just a job, and that makes
a difference.
If you would like to feature in Retail
Therapy call Sports Insight on 01273
719900 or email
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
si

Terry Ferbrache: “The
quality of what we do
is important and I
think that’s how we
are able to compete”

SI: How do you keep customers
coming back?
TF: We treat all our customers the
same, whether they’re spending a
pound or a thousand pounds - we treat
them like gold dust. We send staff on
training days and we have training
sessions in the shop once a week.
Well-trained staff and good product
awareness is very important to us.
SI: How do you find out about new
products?
TF: We’re a member of STAG and
we’re looking forward to attending
some of the regional meetings. It’s
nice to see other independents - we do
feel a bit isolated here sometimes. We
come off-island to visit a lot of firms.
SI: What are the best and worst
aspects of the business?
TF: The negative side of it is the big
companies that don’t treat
independents as well as they should;
don’t take us seriously. There should
be more respect from our suppliers.
The best part? It’s my hobby and I also
happen to make a living out of it - I
love every moment.
SI: Is there an online future for
Fletchersports?
TF: No. We are considering a computer
on a stand in the shop where we can
store images of the products we stock

High-energy meals
from companies such
as Wayfarer are very
popular with walkers,
trekkers and other
outdoor activity fans

“Surf is very strong in Guernsey”
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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WHAT’S HOT

What’s Hot
Airodynamix range of rugby
protection

Mark Kirkup, Airowear Rugby Sales
& Marketing Manager, talks us
through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the range?
The Airodynamix range of rugby
protection was developed with the
rugby player at the forefront of every
design decision. Not only was the
range designed by rugby players, but
in-depth research and analysis was
carried out to identify exactly what the
rugby player required.
The research indicated that the
majority of players were unhappy with
the current selection of protective
wear, and that many companies were
producing protection that hindered
performance as it made players too hot
and uncomfortable. Therefore, the
Airowear design team developed the
Airodynamix range of protection,
incorporating both input from
rugby players with innovative ideas of
their own.

Key features and benefits?
The key feature of the range has been
the use of specialist fabrics to enhance
performance without compromising
protection. By keeping the consumer
in mind, we have been able to develop
a product that delivers exactly what the
rugby player wants.
By combining fabrics such as
Coolmax Lycra, which wicks away
sweat and reduces moisture by up to
30 per cent, with a perforated foam
construction (Airotech) and Lycra
mesh, we have brought to the category
a product that offers maximum
protection and maximum performance.
The benefits of the product are
that the player has protection that will
not hinder performance and that they
remain dry, cool and comfortable
while playing.

Why has the range sold
so well?
The products are of the highest quality

at a price that is very affordable. That,
coupled with strong branding and
endorsements by international players,
ensures it remains in the purchase
repertoire of any player.

Who is the range aimed at?
We offer both adult and child sizes, so
anyone who plays rugby.

How is it marketed ?
The products are marketed via the
independent sports sector. With UK
manufacturing and 48-hour delivery,
this channel is perfect for us. We also
offer a high quality point of sale stand
to help the retailer engage the
consumer as well as other POS
material and sales incentives.
For further information contact
Airowear UK Ltd on: 01434 632816.
Fax: 01434 632849.
Email: enquiries@airowearrugby.com

“The key feature of the range has been the use
of specialist fabrics to enhance performance
without compromising protection”
14
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60 SECONDS INTERVIEW

60
Seconds

Stuart Waterton, Cricket Brand
Manager at Kookaburra Cricket

How has Kookaburra Cricket found the
market in 2005?
It is clear that business is not easy - the
doubts that exist within the minds of the
buying public have made the year a very
difficult one for retailers. Kookaburra is
lucky that over the past five years it has
enjoyed an elevation in the minds of the
public to one of the ‘must-have’ brands.
As a result, we have had another record
year in terms of sales.
To what do you attribute this success?
The Kookaburra reputation for quality and
value is key; however, there are many other
factors. The company’s reputation for
innovation certainly means that cricketers
throughout the country are always keen to
see what new products we have developed.
The final factor is the endorsement of some
of the world’s best players - the club
cricketer is sure to trust the same brand that
provides such international icons as Ricky
Ponting, Damien Martyn and Justin Langer
with their equipment.
What has Kookaburra got to offer for
next season?
There has been a complete cosmetic
redesign. Some of the names will be
familiar, but the look will certainly not. We
have produced equipment with a tasteful
application of colour, but above all else the
quality of the product and the unique
features that each product carries is key.
There are no gimmicks - just attractive
design that complements the products.
The heroic exploits of Brett Lee with
his Beast bat have firmly put the
Kookaburra ‘Graphite Matrix’ technology
into the minds of the buying public, whilst
the continued success of Ricky Ponting with
his Graphite Matrix Kahuna continues to
‘wow’ the fans. The use of graphite on the
back of the bat was the most radical change
to its appearance since the first introduction
of cosmetic branding. The look has been
well accepted within the first class game
and club players are learning to enjoy the
durability that the Graphite Matrix provides.
In 2006, the increasing demand for a
lighter bat without compromising the
profile is answered by the introduction of
the ‘Genesis’, available in three qualities Hurricane (featuring Graphite Matrix),
Tornado and Cyclone. The Genesis uses
Kookaburra weight redistribution
technology to allow players to have what
they are increasingly wanting - large
16
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profile but light weight. With a maximum
dead weight of 2lb 8oz, the Genesis is
bound to become a favourite in the bags of
club players.
The Genesis range of ‘soft wear’
features Mega Flex designs to enhance
playability. Kahuna, Diablo and Belta
continue to feature the endorsement of
Ponting, Damien Martyn and Justin Langer.
Kookaburra clothing has been revised
to include fabrics with climate control
characteristics at all price points, from the
new ‘Beast’ range (from £17.50) to the
popular ‘Stay-Cool’ garments (£25). The
‘Premier’ range includes trims in three
colour options to cater for the custom
requirements of clubs.
Kookaburra luggage has
always been good value. In
2006 it sees the introduction of a
junior ‘wheelie’ bag called
Genesis at £25 to complement the
ever-popular ‘Diablo’, ‘Kahuna’,
‘Belta’ and the monstrous ‘Beast’.
How will the brand be promoted?
The Kookaburra International Promotion
Team continues to expand, as more
players than ever choose to trust the
quality of Kookaburra.
In 2005 Kumar Sangakkara will be
endorsing the Beast and Sanath Jayasuriya
the Genesis, while many of the leading
batsmen in first class cricket also choose
to use Kookaburra, including David
Hemp, Ed Joyce, Chris Read, David Sales,
Owais Shah, and Ed Smith. This will
ensure that every time you pick up the
paper or watch the news a Kookaburra is
bound to be on display.
Where can we see the new range?
The range is launched at the ‘Force 5’ Stock
Room Series:
• South - September 2122, Invincibles Suite,
Twickenham Rugby
Stadium.
• North - September 2728, Cairn Hotel,
Harrogate.
They really offer an
excellent opportunity
to see the whole range,
together with the
products from the four
other leading brands in the
si
market place.

TSIF MEMBER NEWS

Olympic opportunity
The Sports Industries Federation rallies the
support of its members for Olympic involvement

David Pomfret: “Many
of our members will
have a direct
involvement with the
Olympic movement”

The Sports Industries Federation
met with the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport on
August 30 in London. High on the
agenda was the issue regarding
what involvement the Federation
and its members could achieve in
the run-up to the Olympics in 2012.
David Pomfret from the
Federation told Sports Insight: “Many
of our members will have a direct
involvement with the Olympic
movement, but through our collective
associations we have many more
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers
and publishers who can help to make
a difference on peripheral projects.
“Having now met with the
DCMS, we will be writing to our
members to invite them to a meeting
at our offices at Stoneleigh Park to
discuss our findings and the
opportunities that have arisen.”

Starting block
October 5 has been set aside for the
meeting, which will be used as a
starting block for the sporting goods
industry to launch its own Olympic
bid. As TSIF is the natural link
between the sports industry and
Government, it is keen to ensure all of
its associations benefit from the
Olympic opportunity.
TSIF has for many years worked
on behalf of associations in areas
such as industry standards,
Government legislation, statistics,
trade exhibitions and seminars, so it
sees the Olympics as yet another
important issue.
Mark Hammersly, the President of
TSIF, told Sports Insight: “Our aim is

to bring the industry together on
October 5 and produce a clear agenda
on how we can both make a
difference and benefit commercially
over the next seven years.
“We are all aware that
participation levels have declined in
sport over recent years for a variety of
reasons. Sports retailers have also
suffered from this decline as well as
strong competition from other retailing
sectors in sporting goods. If our
industry is prepared to unite over this
common goal then the combined
approach will reap far greater rewards
for all.”

Make a difference
The message appears clear for all of
us within the industry. The Olympics
offers a great opportunity for us to
put sport back on the nation’s map.
TSIF wants to assist in making a
difference, so pencil October 5 in
your diaries to ensure your company
has its say and influence on the
opportunity that has been presented
by Seb Coe and his team.
Says Jane Montgomery, Head of
Membership at the Federation: “We
would welcome any non-members’
participation at the meeting. It is our
belief that to produce a clear
platform to move forward we must
receive dialogue from all areas of
the industry.”
Those companies who currently are
not members of The Sports Industries
Federation that may want to attend can
contact Jane on 02476 414 999
extension 210, or alternatively by
email on: jane@sportslife.org.uk si

PLAY PROVIDERS
ASSOCIATION FORMED
The Sports Industries Federation
has announced the formation of
the Play Providers Association, a
new organisation under its
umbrella that will be launched at
Leisure Industry Week in
Birmingham on September 21.
The aim of the PPA is to promote,
develop and protect the interests of
all businesses engaged in providing
enclosed play facilities.
As the indoor play sector continues
to grow through operators on a
national, regional and local
independent basis, TSIF has identified
the need for a strong association to
assist with the proactive
development of the industry.
The PPA has been formed with the
full support and cooperation of the
Association of Play Industries and
John Simmons, chief executive of the
API, highlighted the need for an
association for indoor operators.
"Indoor play provision has now
become an increasingly important
part of the play and leisure sector
in the UK, however the industry is
largely formulated and dominated
by single-site operators," says
Simmons. "Consequently, there is
a clear need for a professional
and focused trade body to
represent the interests of the
Indoor Play Providers."
The launch of the PPA will begin
through two presentations hosted at
LIW on September 21.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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NEW PRODUCTS

What’s New

The latest lines from the world’s leading manufacturers

Innovation is very much a at Zoggs
Evolutionary through functional simplicity, patented through design genius, Flexi-paddles™ are a world first and set a new standard in both design
and function.
Made from flexible Vylux material, Flexi-paddles™ significantly reduce the strain exerted on the shoulders, whilst at the same time allowing the
swimmer to focus on stroke technique and efficiency.
Flexi-paddles™ are the first hand paddles created for all swimmers, whether recreational or performance, and define new boundaries in
product function and safety. The flexible Vylux is not hard or sharp like conventional paddles and is designed to allow the user to create the hand’s
natural contour while reducing the risk of shoulder strain and injury.
Flexi-paddles™ will be perfect for someone using Swim4Fitness™, the free-of-charge recreational swimming programme provided by Zoggs. To
register, simply visit www.swim4fitness.com and sign up to access a range of swimming sessions catering for all levels.
For more information on Flexi-paddles™ and other Zoggs products call 01276 489089 or visit www.zoggs.com

EAS Multi Blend Active
EAS is introducing a complete multivitamin and mineral supplement designed to support active men
and women.
EAS Multi Blend Active comprises 24 key vitamins and minerals and provides a full spectrum of
micronutrients essential to the body’s normal metabolism, growth, development, repair and cell
function.
Free from artificial colours, sugars and in a vegetarian capsule, it will appeal to people looking
to offset the rigours of exercise and today’s less-than-perfect diet and lifestyle patterns. Its ‘active
resorption form’ ensures the vitamins and minerals are readily taken up and used by the body.
Ideally, all nutrients would be taken by eating a healthy diet. But the reality is that depleted
soils, chemical fertilisers, food processing, transportation and storage all diminish the vitamin and
mineral content of even the most healthy foods. EAS Multi Blend Active puts back what living in the
21st century takes out.
For more details or to order contact EAS at: sv@eas-uk.info or call: 0870 350 3270.
Alternatively, visit: www.eas-uk.com
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Putting Cricket Sweaters to the Test

Timex Trail Runner

Cricket sweaters can now be made in Teflon-treated yarn by
Balmoral Knitwear. What’s more, the sweaters can be made with
team colours in the stripes, choosing from a library of over 1,000
shades.
The Teflon treatment makes the garments stain resistant and
water repellent. The yarn is a quality wool/acrylic blend and is ideal
for cricket sweaters. Other yarns are also available, including 100
per cent acrylic and 100 per cent pure new merino wool. The
minimum order is just six per style, with two per size.
For more information speak to Mike, Ian or Julie on: 01900 829
229, or email: info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk

The Trail Runner adds a whole
new dimension of performance
and technical advancements for
professional and amateur athletes
and sports enthusiasts alike. The Trail Runner features technology that provides
everything you need to self-motivate, monitor and maximise your performance.
The Trail Runner Bodylink system is a network of up to four devices, which include:
■ GPS transceiver to measure speed and distance, accurately
■ Chest strap to measure heart rate, accurately
■ Newly designed Ironman performance sports watch
■ Data Recorder to download information for post workout analysis and review
While each of the components will be available to buy separately, the Data
Recorder - which weighs a mere 30 grams and comes bundled with Timex Trainer
software - is the first device to link them together.
Timex: 0208 326 6949. www.timex.com

KIPPAX cricket bats
KIPPAX is renowned for planting, nurturing, felling,
drying/seasoning and ultimately hand-making all the Kippax
Dragon Series bats in Yorkshire.
KIPPAX bats are now available from many leading
cricket retailers throughout the UK. For 2005 the
company has introduced a completely new look to its
bat range, as well as several new shapes to continue
the improvement to balance and pick-up that makes
KIPPAX the preferred English bat maker to many first class players.
Hand-made English willow bats from KIPPAX start with the
LEGEND Limited Edition, which is custom-made from premium willow
reserved for first class players. Its shape, weight and handle can
be specified by the customer to be hand-made by the
company’s top bat maker, Matthew Doidge.
For more information call: 01274 608500 or visit:
www.kippaxcricket.co.uk

Linebreak launches in the UK
Linebreak is an Australian range of compression and
temperature management clothing designed for men and
women from all sports and all levels.
Linebreak offers the highest quality compression
available in this type of clothing and therefore gives users
the best performance in exercise and recovery. Research
has also proven that by wearing the Linebreak T-shirt in
warm conditions you can reduce fluid loss by up to 31
per cent.
Linebreak managing director, Mark Gladwin, says:
“Linebreak is a quality brand that has a proven track
record in Australia and whose benefits are fully researched
and published. The design and quality are excellent, and
the women’s range is specific to women - women are not
small men.”
Linebreak is used by the Australian rugby team, the
Australian women’s cricket team, and if you look close
enough you may see some of the Welsh Grand Slam rugby
squad wearing the products too.
For further information on the product line or how to
become a Linebreak Champion dealer call: 01926
813749 or visit:
www.linebreak.co.uk/www.linebreak.com.au
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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What’s New

The latest lines from the world’s leading manufacturers
Bremshey’s cross trainers
Bremshey’s cross trainers are among the
best in the business and this month the
brand launches exercise bikes and
treadmills offering the same quality and
performance.
Now double the size, the Bremshey
range provides a wide choice for all kinds
of users at excellent prices. Bremshey
offers affordable inspiration in four new
bikes retailing from £199.99 to £349.99
and two folding treadmills at £799.99
and £999.99. The new designs
complement the brand’s five original cross
trainers, which have been upgraded to
form part of the new Bremshey ‘family’.
Packed with motivational features,
reliable technology and intelligent
programmes, Bremshey’s new line up has
been brought to the market in response
to considerable demand from retailers.
For more information call: 0115
9810205, email: sales@bsfitness.co.uk or
visit: www.tunturi.co.uk

Lotto ATP Raptor II
The new APT Raptor II has asymmetrical uppers in nylon mesh and top
microfibre with air vents to ensure maximum breathability. The toe cap
and areas subjected to most wear have rubberised mesh inserts and a
stiffener in a special mix of rubber, while an Adapto dual density SBS
quarter stiffener in the heel area provides support to the achilles.
The shoe is available for both clay courts and synthetic surfaces and
comes with two interchangeable insoles, giving players a personalised
fit according to the type of play.
www.lottosport.com
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Game Guard Gumshields
Game Guard is a range of great value boil and bite gumshields
that have been selling to individuals, clubs, schools, wholesalers
and retailers for over 10 years.
With a choice of colours and sizes - from fluorescents to
sparkles and a junior, adult and double size option - there is a
gumshield suitable for most tastes and ages. In addition, a new
Gourmet brand of flavoured gumshields has been launched. Designed
to make wearing this essential piece of safety equipment a bit more
palatable, the taste will last as long as the shield itself. Gourmet Gumshields are
available in blackcurrant, strawberry and spearmint flavours.
Plastic breaker boards, Kubotan sticks and water bottles can also be supplied.
All products are manufactured in the UK by Paul Norman Plastics Ltd.
For more information or a trade price list call: 01453 833388, email:
info@pnplastics.co.uk or visit: www.gumshieldsdirect.co.uk

Aqua Sphere
A subsidiary of Aqua Lung International, the Aqua Sphere
name is synonymous across the USA for the exceptional
quality and fit of its eye protection.
Its famous Kaiman goggle is acclaimed as the finest
hydrodynamic goggle on the market and at £9-£10 (SRP)
represents great value. With brand new MOBY KIDS goggles
being launched at only £4.99 (SRP) and a new MAKO goggle
for recreational swimmers at only £6.99 (SRP), Aqua Sphere is
committed to making visibly better eye protection available to
every UK swimmer.
With its high-impact advertising campaign set to continue
throughout 2006, call: 01254 278873 or visit:
www.aquasphereuk.co.uk for more information.

Rbk Strikezone Pro
Developed with advice and extensive testing from Ryan Gigs and Jay-Jay Okocha, the
Strikezone Pro is the first football boot from Rbk, Reebok’s sub-brand.
It features the ‘bootie system’, a full one-piece bootie that provides excellent comfort
and fit, and only two lace loops (under the tongue), although a ‘laces’ model is available.
Strikezone boots were created and launched by Reebok in 2001, developed in
conjunction with Giggs. The range was the first to feature a hidden lace system to provide
players with the largest possible sweet spot to kick the
ball - hence the name Strikezone.
The 2005 version has an RRP of
£90 and comes in a choice of either
a lightweight Evo 13
blade or traditional sixstud outsole.
Reebok: 0800 305050.

Asics Gel 225 TR
The Gel 225 TR is a specialist gym shoe that’s been created to provide excellent
functionality across a range of disciplines. It offers stability for weights and
resistance training, cushioning and flexibility for cardiovascular workouts and
structure to cope with any rotational forces.
Available for the autumn/winter 2005 season, the shoe has an SSP of £60.
Asics: 01925 241041.

Security firm focuses on ‘free’ CCTV deal
As part of a major move to promote full coverage security for retailers, B
to B Links Ltd, a member of The Sports Industries Federation, is giving
away with every tagging system a free, fully-installed, full colour, fourcamera digital recording CCTV system.
The CCTV system, worth £2,500, will be given to customers who
invest in a B2B tagging system and will enable companies to fully protect
their stores. This is a very special offer, available only while stocks last.
B to B Links Ltd is a leading supplier of security tagging and CCTV
systems dedicated to assisting retailers to reduce levels of stock loss
associated with theft.
For further information contact B to B Links Ltd on: 0870 751 0605
or visit: www.btoblinks.net
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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STORE SECURITY
DESIGN

Design sense
The layout and design of your store is now just as important
as the merchandise you stock
Words by: Dave Howell
Scrutinise your
window displays. Are
they enticing potential
customers into your
store?
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How your stock is arranged within
your store’s floor space and even
how your store is lit can all influence
how effective your business will be at
attracting potential customers, who
then become regular visitors. So
spending some time understanding
how store design can impact your
business’ success is time well spent.
Matching your store’s design to
your customer base is essential. Store
design, at its core, is a reflection of
your understanding of who your
customers are and what they want
from the retailers they patronise.

Get your design wrong and you
could alienate the very people you are
aiming to attract, as chartered
psychologist Dr David Lewis explains:
“The environment in which people
shop is absolutely critical. If it’s too
hot or too cold or too dry is very
important. Noise levels are also
critical. Think about who the vast
majority of your customers are. If they
are under 20, then loud music may be
appropriate, but not in all
circumstances.
“A loud environment will put off
people with young children for obvious

reasons even if they are under 20, for
instance. You really have to know
who your customers are.”
However, as Simon Clifford,
director of Display Systems
(www.displaysystems.net) points
out, you still have to ensure that you
have a high quality product that your
customers want to buy. No amount
of innovative store design can help
if your basic merchandise offering
isn’t strong enough.
“The design and layout can be a
major part of any store’s success,”
says Clifford. “Not only does it need
to be fresh and inviting for its
customers, it also needs to be
inspiring for its staff. These people
spend all day in the environment.
“The store’s success will never
be totally down to the design and
make-up of the shop, because that’s
not the reason people visit it.
Number-one priority for any store is
its product. It’s that simple. Have a
poor product and no one will visit
your store.”

Design for prosperity
The number of elements that impact
on the overall design of your store can
be overwhelming. You have to balance
your need to display your store’s
merchandise with your need to create
an attractive and unique environment
that your customers will appreciate.
This can be a difficult juggling act,
but one that can be successful if you
handle each element in turn and create a
harmonious concept that reinforces your
store’s identity. However, care must be
taken as it’s all too easy to over-design
your store, and create a negative effect
on sales.
Says Peter Chalke: “Keep it simple and
avoid clutter. Also, if you match the
style of the shop with the style of the
product being sold, you are more likely
to achieve clear brand recognition.
Don’t keep changing the look as it will
cause confusion. Instead make more
subtle, considered improvements.”

If you intend to completely change
your store’s design, care must be taken
to ensure that your business has a clear
and distinct market presence. And you
should avoid attempting to duplicate
the competition with limited resources,
as this can leave you with a store that
lacks any kind of cohesive brand.
This is an important factor,
especially for independent retailers, as
Simon Clifford explains: “Store
designs change like the weather. If a
retailer sees a competitor with a new
concept that draws in the crowd then
they need to follow suit to keep up.
“Any store - whether it is a high
street chain or independent retailer needs to get as much product into the

“Matching your store design to your
customers’ expectations is of paramount
importance”

Store design starts
before the customer
walks through your
door, so make your
window and frontage
part of the shopping
experience

The layout and design
of your store has to be
functional but also
support the brand
identity of the goods
on sale

©Adidas

Clearly, modern store design isn’t
just about following the latest
fashion that is being adopted on the
high street. If you know your
customers are expecting a specific
design aesthetic in your store you
must support this or risk losing them
to your competition.
Matching your store design to
your customers’ expectations is of
paramount importance, as Peter
Chalke of shopfitting specialist
Tonge International
(www.tongeinternational.com) points
out: “With the Turner Sports store
we used modern coloured lighting
and glass as the market is youthful,
trendy and sporty. Rowlands of Bath
sell more traditional clothing so the
use of high quality, rustic wood was
ideal as the market is retired with
high disposable income.
“The Royal Mid Surrey Golf
Professional shop boasts high quality
thick carpets and wooden lit units
with well finished edges to give
those special touches. And with JJB
we used consistency of signage,
colour and size that makes them
easily identifiable and easy to
replicate in the rest of the chain.
Clear signage in a large store makes
the customer feel more comfortable
as this divides the store into clear
sections.”
Store design is also about more
than simply creating a welcoming
environment for your customers. If
you plan your store correctly you
can influence potential customers as
soon as they walk in the door, says
Paul Buckley, lecturer in marketing
and consumer psychology at UWIC
Business School.
“The actual layout of a shop is
obviously to maximise sales,” says
Buckley. “One mistake that is often
made is placing too much stock on
the shop floor at any one time. What
then happens is that a customer is
overloaded with information. They
can’t see the wood for the trees.
“In actual fact, there is a sort of
paradox here as if you space your
stock out much more you are likely
to increase sales, even though it
appears you are not maximising the
use of the space you have available
in the store. Supermarkets use this
technique, which is why aisles have
got wider in recent years as the
bigger the visual space they have the
more they can see. Very narrow

aisles are almost like tunnel vision. If
you have merchandise you want
people to buy as an impulse, you
have to ensure they can actually see
the goods.”

© Dixons Group

Welcoming environment
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STORE DESIGN
“Don’t forget that a lot of this
product is bought by women. If you
look at successful shops like Next
and Gap this is the layout, style and
feel that a sports retailer who is
selling to the general public should
be aiming at. For the vast majority
of customers, it’s the case that they
are dedicated followers of fashion
and not dedicated followers of
fitness.”

© Sainsbury’s

Budget vs luxury

Take a look at how the
competition is selling
their goods. Your next
shopping trip could be
for food, but it could
also be a good time to
do some research

store as possible to give its customers
a greater choice. This can lead to
overstocked stores that look cheap
and messy and the whole design
concept goes out the window
because no one can see it or
appreciate it.
“Independent retailers like to
make their businesses look like a
major high street chain. As a supplier
of fixtures and fittings, we are always
asked if we can get or match certain
shop displays that are seen in bigstore design. What these
independents don’t realise is that
large stores have a big budget to
spend on developing their own store
systems so that they can look unique
on the high street.
“Most businesses will settle for a
concept that is reasonably priced,
looks okay and, most importantly,
works at its best to display and sell
their products.”

Evolution
Keeping an eye on the other stores
in your immediate location is also
good practice as you can see how
fashion in store design evolves over
time. Your store doesn’t exist in

isolation. If you’re in a large
shopping mall, your store will be
perceived along with all the others
in that space. Potential customers
are looking for stores that offer
them the merchandise they want to
buy, but in a market that is
becoming increasing
commoditised the design of your
store can be a major factor in a
customer’s decision to buy from
you and not your competitors.
Says Dr David Lewis: “The store
layout can really make or break
the store. With keen sports people,
for instance, it’s almost a counter
intuitive thing with store design.
Shops that cater for a more
professional market can almost get
away with seeming to appear less
professional in their store layout,
as its customers will see this as
being more authentic.
“However, when selling to the
general public, you have to adopt a
sort of PC World look. The store
has to look very modern and very
exciting. Goods have to be
beautifully displayed and
beautifully lit, and masculine
without being too macho.

“The design of your store can be a major factor
in a customer’s decision to buy from you and
not your competitors”
24
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Designing on a budget presents its
own challenges but, as Simon
Clifford explains, if you think
carefully about what you want to
achieve with your store design you
can spend your money in the right
places.
“Independent retailers have a
major problem to begin with - and
this is money,” he says. “They can’t
afford the luxury of major store
design in most cases, although they
all want their business to look good
and be profitable. We see so many
stores open and close within 12
months because they have not
thought about what they can offer to
a new customer base.
“It’s very important for
independent retailers to approach
their store concept very carefully.
My advice to independents is to
think very carefully about what they
want from their store. Do they blow
a budget on bespoke fixtures and
fittings and then fill them with £10
items that will take 10 years to make
any profit? Or do they look at
businesses around them, look at
what’s working and attempt to copy
that format?
“A typical example is TK Maxx.
Let’s be honest, they don’t have the
most desirable looking stores but
they have a simple concept that
works incredibly well. White, white,
white everywhere. Rails, rails, rails
everywhere. Customers, customers,
customers everywhere.”
Ultimately, if you understand
how store design influences your
customers’ buying decision, you’ll
be in a much stronger position to
ensure your business’ future
prosperity. Store design isn’t just
about the right racking, you must
understand what your customers
expect from your store and deliver
this in a design that they feel
comfortable with. If you can do this,
your store will secure its long-term
si
future.

IN SEASON RUGBY

Rugby

www.sportindustry.biz

Gilbert Xact
product range
The Xact product range
has been developed to
support the
technological
advancements of
Gilbert’s world-class rugby balls:
■ The Xact Pro boot is designed to
work in conjunction with the Xact ball
to deliver the ultimate in
kicking performance.
■ Xact protection, with integrated moisture
management, guarantees that the wearer stays cool
and protected.
■ Xact apparel uses breathable fabrics and
thermally sealed seams and manufacturing techniques
used in other sports to guarantee player comfort in all
conditions.
■ The Xact logo is the Gilbert guarantee of excellence and confirms
that, whatever the product you choose, it has been ‘Created
To Perform’.
For further information call 01580 880 357 or visit
www.gilbertrugby.com
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SPORT ENGLAND INTERVIEW
SI: Sport England has many
initiatives to its name - what’s
your strategy?
RD: We’ve actually been trying to
cut down the number of different
initiatives. When I came to Sport
England there were over 70
initiatives going on. What we try to
do is focus on the outcomes and set
some key performance indicators
based around the number of
coaches, volunteers, clubs,
participation, talent development
and where we are in the world in
terms of winning. We’ve switched
our approach from running lots of
different programmes to getting the
money out there, focusing on the
outcomes and moving forward.

Sport for all
Sport England has been working hard to encourage more
people to be physically active, as well as funding the
nation’s international success stories

Roger Draper: a big
part of our job is to
make sure we have a
simple, single system
for sport in this country
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Formerly known as the Sports
Council, Sport England has invested
over £2 billion into sport in England
over the last 10 years. Its mission
statement is to enable the UK populace
to ‘start, stay and succeed’ in sport.
Roger Draper joined Sport
England in 2002 before becoming
chief executive in 2003. Under his
leadership Sport England is now
firmly established as the strategic
lead for delivering the government's
sporting objectives in this country,
distributing both Lottery and
Exchequer funds to sport.
Known for his strong
management skills in the business of
sport, Draper has also enjoyed success
on the field, gaining international
honours in rugby league and tennis.
On the eve of the launch of Everyday
Sport, a high profile promotional
campaign to encourage more people
to be physically active, Sports Insight
finds out more about what Sport
England is hoping to achieve.

Sports Insight: Why did you leave
the LTA to head up Sport England?
Roger Draper: The opportunity to
help change the face, not just of
Sport England, but of sport in this
country was too good to turn
down. It’s a challenge: to change
and modernise sport and ultimately
achieve our aim of making
England one of the most
successful sporting nations in
the world.
SI: It’s clearly a subject you’re
passionate about
RD: I’ve always been passionate
about sport, and I’m passionate
about business, change and
management as well, which makes
up a lot of the job we’re doing. I
always say I’ve got one of the best
jobs in the country. I also know
the amount of effort and
dedication you need to get to the
top, so that’s stood me in
good stead.

SI: How do you decide which sports
receive funding, and how much?
RD: Historically Sport England has
spread the jam pretty thinly and we
funded in the region of 90 different
sports, but when we looked at what
was going on around the world we
realised the best strategy is where
people are focused. So we basically
chose 20 priority sports, based on
the numbers participating, club
membership and retention, success
on an international stage, the public
profile and what sports the general
public want to see us winning.
We also recognised that there
are a number of development sports
that could help us achieve our
agendas, both in terms of increasing
participation in sport and in terms
of success. Basketball, for example,
we think has huge potential in terms
of youngsters playing and on the
international stage. Over the next
four years we’ll be investing £315
million into those 30 governing
bodies and those sports that deliver
will get more money and those that
don’t will get less. We’re looking
on return on investment in simple
terms. We’ve got all the sports on
consistent four-year business plans
based around the ‘start, stay and
succeed’ agenda.
SI: What is Sport England proud to
have achieved so far?
RD: Some of the success stories
we’ve had in sport: winning the
Rugby World Cup, the current cricket
explosion, winning the Olympic bid.
Also, successes like Amir Khan, Gail
Emms and Nathan Roberts, Peter
Nicholl and James Willstop were all
Sport England-funded successes.

And we’ve got some exciting
times ahead. Next year we’ll be
building the best stadium in the world,
which will be quite an experience
after the journey Wembley has had.
We’ve got the Commonwealth
Games, we’ve got Sport Relief, we’ve
got the football World Cup - nothing
ever stands still in sport.
Also we’re really getting off the
ground in terms of facilities: £120
million has gone into new high
performance centres, baths,
Loughborough University, Sheffield
and Manchester sports city. A big
focus of our work now is around
getting the right level of investment

SI: How does Sport England plan
to get kids off their Game Boys and
onto the playing fields over the
next few years?
RD: I think there’s been a quiet
revolution going on in sport over the
past few years anyway. There’s been a
big turnaround in school sport,
particularly with the advent of specialist
sports colleges and school sports
coordinators.
We’ve seen a significant increase
in the number of children participating
in school sport, helped with the advent
of Lottery funding. But there’s still a
bit of a cliff edge once people leave
school, a huge drop off in sports postschool. What we’ve found is that in all

year. We’re five times bigger than the
music industry. We’ve just got to get
everyone behind a common goal, a
common vision, a common campaign
and everyone should come out a winner.
SI: What emerging trends have you
spotted in sport recently?
RD: There’s been a huge growth in
girl’s soccer over the last year, and over
the last three years we’ve seen a
doubling in participation in extreme
sports. A lot of the funding applications
are coming in, not just for mainstream
sports but for climbing walls, snow
domes, skate parks, kite surfing and
BMXing.
We’ve been doing a lot of work
with extreme sports
because if we want to
increase sports
participation we don’t just
want to get people
involved in football,
cricket, rugby, tennis - we want them to
be involved in healthy, active lifestyles
as well. Watersports are seeing a big
boom at the moment and equestrian
sports are surprisingly popular too.

“We’re the second fastest growing sector of the economy,
with over £20 million of consumer spending across sport
and leisure last year”
into multi-sport hubs in the
community, getting high-quality
coaches on the ground inspiring loads
of people
We’ve seen the impact of drink
drive campaigns and of ‘Stop, Look,
Listen’. We’ve been lobbying
government to make sure we get a
major campaign for sport and physical
activity in this country. We need around
£25-£30 million year on year to get the
message across, linked to the whole
issue of health and rising obesity rates.
SI: How did you react when London
won the Olympic bid?
RD: It was quite an emotional
moment really, but I had to compose
myself - for about five minutes I could
barely speak. It was really a team
effort - obviously spearheaded by Seb
and Keith Mills - but the team here
had played its role in terms of
contribution to winning the bid, so it
was an emotional experience. Then
there were the downs of the bombings,
and last month the reality of actually
delivering the Games kicked in.
SI: How will the Olympics affect
the UK in the long term?
RD: The biggest challenge for us - and
we know it’s going to be a fantastic
Games - is making sure we win some
medals. We also need to make sure
that, once we’ve inspired the nation to
get more involved in sport, we have the
facilities they need. There’d be nothing
worse than if by 2012 and beyond
we’ve inspired lots of young people to
get involved and they go out only to be
met by poor quality facilities, bad
coaching and so on.

the successful sporting nations if
people get involved aged three-six in
multi-sport activity, they tend to stay
involved in sport throughout their lives.
So we think campaigns are important,
multi-sport clubs are important, as is
getting local authorities to package
activities together and link education,
health and leisure much more closely.
SI: Is the government doing enough
to increase sports participation?
RD: Richard Cabourn (Minister For
Sport) and Tessa Jowell (Culture
Secretary) have both been fantastic
ambassadors for sport and we couldn’t
have asked for more. The work the
government has been doing,
particularly on school sport, and the
backing they gave to the Olympic bid,
and to all the other things we’ve been
doing is fantastic, but I think the big
issue in government is the ‘joined upness’ of various departments.
What we want to create is one
portal for sport through government
rather than working through about
eight to 12 different departments. A
big part of our job is make sure we gel
it all together and have a simple,
single system for sport in this country.
SI: Could retailers increase sales
by getting more involved in
sporting initiatives?
RD: Obviously the more people
participating in sport, and the more
people we keep in sport, the more
success we have on the international
stage. And there’s a correlation with
retail sales as well. We’re the second
fastest growing sector of the economy,
with over £20 million of consumer
spending across sport and leisure last

SI: It’s certainly sounding like a
positive picture of sport in the UK
at the moment
RD: Yes, our job is to remove the
excuses not to deliver, and increasingly
we are getting a more focused,
winning mentality in this country.
When we first did the round of
governing body meetings we were
amazed to find that people were
slapping themselves on the back
saying, “Didn’t we do well, we came
16th”. We said, “actually this is about
being the best”, and I think that is now
creeping through all levels of the sport.
People are much more focused, not
just on the results, but on participation,
and making sure the clubs and the
coaches and the competitive structures
si
are in place as well.

FURTHER INFORMATION
• The 20 Priority Sports: athletics,
badminton, canoeing, cricket, cycling,
equestrian, football, golf, gymnastics,
hockey, judo, netball, rowing, rugby
league, rugby union, sailing, squash,
swimming, tennis and triathlon.
• 10 Development Sports:
basketball, baseball/softball/rounders,
bowls, boxing, karate, lacrosse,
movement and dance, outdoor
pursuits (angling, mountaineering and
orienteering), table tennis, volleyball.
(Modern pentathlon and water skiing
are also funded to a world-class level.)

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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COUNTERFEIT GOODS

In 2004 Umbro seized £1.2 million
worth of counterfeit product

Worth the price?
Not if you consider the fake trainers you buy today could
fund the supply of drugs to your children tomorrow
Fake goods are not the bargains
they may seem - in fact, in many
cases they have a very high price.
Counterfeiters will net £11 billion
this year through the sale of fake
goods, an incredible figure if you
consider the unpaid VAT alone on
these products could fund several new
schools and hospitals.
According to The AntiCounterfeiting Group, an organisation
set up in 1980 by 18 companies, the
estimated loss to our country’s
economy has doubled over the last
five years. In 2003 the sale of fake
goods cost the UK over 4,000 jobs
and nearly £10 billion.

You lose
“Product counterfeiting hits everyone
in the pocket,” says Ruth Orchard,
The ACG’s Director-General.
“Legitimate businesses lose sales,
which means fewer jobs; the
Treasury loses revenue, which means
less funding for our essential
services; consumers are at risk from
products which aren’t safety tested,
especially food and drink, children’s
clothing and toys, electrical and
healthcare products.
“The only people who benefit are
the shadowy figures behind the
counterfeit trade, who are often part
of global organised crime and

“Counterfeiting is a problem for many brands and football
kits are always prime targets”
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terrorist networks. We hope that
members of the public will think
about this when so many ‘bargains’
are on offer in markets, discount
stores and the internet.
“The fake trainers you buy today
could fund the supply of drugs to
your children tomorrow.”
Today, the ACG represents the
interests of over 200 companies in 30
different countries. The organisation’s
purpose is to provide contact and
advice on brand protection and
enforcement and related legal matters
as well as lobby Government. Its
members also share vital intelligence
on the criminal gangs that use their
existing smuggling and money
laundering networks to swamp
markets with fake goods.
The ACG also runs roadshows
across the country, like the one it
hosted recently at Aston Villa FC. The
Law Enforcement Roadshow at Villa
Park on July 12 saw nearly 200 brand
security managers, lawyers, custom
officials, police and trading standards
officers gather to learn more about
tackling the problem of fake goods.
To assist officers in identifying
suspect items, examples of counterfeit
goods are displayed at these events.
The range of problems that fakes
present to consumers are also
highlighted, from the shoddy
manufacture of fake clothing and
designer items to the health risks of
counterfeit toys that have not been
subject to safety tests.

Prime targets
Counterfeiting is a problem for
many brands and football kits are
always prime targets. Sports brands
are at the forefront of the battle
against counterfeiting, so it came as
no surprise to find out that the
Clothing & Footwear Group of the
ACG is the most active part of the
organisation. Members include
Adidas, Nike, Reebok, Burberry, Ted
Baker, Umbro The FA and The
Rangers Football Club.
“There is substantial evidence to
suggest that organised criminals are
behind sophisticated counterfeiting
activities,” says Nick Langhorne, a
solicitor at The Football
Association, which works closely
with Umbro, its primary clothing
licensee, and all its other licensees
to combat counterfeiters.
“It has been established that
these criminals use counterfeiting as
a means to fund or launder money

gained by drug and people trafficking
as well as terrorism.”
According to The Times newspaper
this year, the IRA is believed to have
perfected the recipe for Smirnoff Red
Label vodka, among other spirits, and has
a well-developed distribution network for
its counterfeit products, which extends to
fake football strips, in pubs and clubs it
controls, particularly in Belfast.
Manchester United has seized more
than £5 million worth of fake goods in
the last three years - £2 million worth
from Thailand alone - while a special
squad from its anti-counterfeiting team
and Trading Standards officers seized
400 items of fake Wayne Rooney
merchandise on the day he made his
debut for the club.
Mark Rowley is Umbro’s Brand
Protection Manager. In 2004 he seized
£1.2 million worth of counterfeit
product and, during last year’s
European Championships, recovered a
quarter of a million pounds worth of
goods during a two and a half week
period working in Portugal.

Proactive
Responsible for global operations
except in the USA, Rowley operates
within a small legal department
comprising himself and two solicitors.
He also employs external
investigators as and when needed. He

To combat this The FA has a
comprehensive intellectual property
rights portfolio covering trade marks,
registered design rights and
copyright, enabling it to take action
through the civil courts.
Says Nick Langhorne: “We work
closely with our licensees to ensure
that people and organisations are not
infringing our rights. It is important
to remember that all profits which
The FA generates as part of its
licensing programme are invested in
English football.
“We take action to prevent funds
which otherwise could be used to
develop the next generation of English
footballers from ending up in the
wrong hands.”
However, some stories do have a
happy ending, even if the recipients of
the counterfeit goods weren’t the people
they were originally intended for.
Last summer, in the lead-up to Euro
2004, The FA took action against several
major high street retailers that were
selling products that infringed its trade
marks or were copying the design of the
England football shirt and therefore
infringed the registered design that The
FA has in the shirt.
“These and other actions carried out
by Trading Standards officers, which
resulted in substantial seizures of
product, led to more than £1 million-

“Legitimate traders should know what sort of genuine
goods can be offered from particular sources”
says most of the Umbro fakes seized
originate from the Far East, although
there are manufacturers operating in
the UK as well.
“Our job is to proactively gather
evidence in relation to the offenders and
put evidence packs together, which are
then handed to the authority we think is
the best one to handle the case,”
explains Rowley.
“Trading Standards and the police
don’t have the resources to conduct the
investigations, so we do that, giving it to
them on a plate, so all they have to do is
execute a warrant, which we will
support, whether that be just having
manpower on the ground to assist in
loading and unloading the goods or
providing transport and storage.”
Counterfeiters are becoming
increasingly sophisticated in their
production methods, to the extent that
the ordinary man in the street would
find it difficult to distinguish between a
fake and an original product.

worth of clothing being distributed in
Eastern Europe as humanitarian aid by
a charity based in the north-west of
England,” says Langhorne.

Protect yourself
So how can retailers protect
themselves from inadvertently buying
counterfeit stock?
“While every trader, large or small,
should ensure that they have adequate
paperwork indicating that the goods
are genuine, they are often lazy or
can’t be bothered to check
documentation,” says Alistair
Campbell, Head of Brand Protection at
The Rangers Football Club.
The Glasgow club seizes and
destroys £5 million worth of counterfeit
product every year. “Everything and
anything can and is often
counterfeited,” says Campbell. “While
for some brands the counterfeiters
generally try and make like-for-like
copies, with regards to Rangers,

The Rangers Football Club recently
tricked counterfeiters in Thailand
into making 20,000 fake jerseys

although this is also the case, they also
use our names and logos on items
which we don’t actually sell.
“Counterfeit items seized include
replica jerseys, other items of clothing,
DVDs, watches, jewellery, food stuffs,
dog and horse coats, garden gnomes,
toilet seats, shoes, baseball bats and
floral funeral wreaths.
“Legitimate traders should know
what sort of genuine goods can be
offered from particular sources. If
they are suspicious in any way they
can, certainly in the instance of
Rangers, contact the brand owner
for clarification.”
Nick Langhorne has similar
advice. “All The FA’s licensees must
use standard guidelines when creating
their products,” he told Sports Insight.
“Amongst other things, these require
the packaging to look the same - at the
moment, a red and blue colour scheme
- and for The FA’s trade marks to be
used in a certain fashion.
“Additionally, all licensees must
ensure that there is an official
hologram affixed to the packaging. If
there are any retailers that are uncertain
as to whether a product is officially
licensed they should contact The FA
for further information.”
si

FURTHER INFORMATION
The Anti-Counterfeiting Group.
Tel: 01494 449165. www.a-cg.com
The FA. Tel: 0207 7454545.
www.thefa.com
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STAG SHOW PREVIEW

“This year exhibitors can
combine set-up day with a
round of golf”

Business & pleasure
Sports Insight catches up with Ricky Chandler, Sales & Marketing Director at
STAG, to get the lowdown on the buying group’s show on November 20-21
Sports Insight: Why did you
choose Heythrop Park as
the show venue?
Ricky Chandler: We chose
Heythrop Park for numerous reasons.
Location was a key factor in our
planning. We had to have a location that
was accessible to the vast majority of
our members.
The size of the hotel was equally as
important as we wanted to have a venue
that could accommodate, with comfort,
the amount of people we are going to
have attending. The hotel can offer us
the exhibition space we require, plus the
vast majority of accommodation,
ensuring that both days and the Sunday
evening can be spent all under one roof.
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As we are expecting to have
somewhere around 400 people in
attendance, car parking was a big
consideration. Heythrop Park can
handle this with ease. The hotel can
also offer us great catering options, a
room for a show party on the Sunday
evening and leisure facilities that
boast a nine-hole golf course, gym
and swimming pool.
It was important for us to find a
venue that had the staff that would
work with us and give us a bespoke
service in setting up and running this
event. Finally, the cost was important
as we are acutely aware that the show
has to pay off for suppliers and
retailers alike.

SI: Why the Sunday start?
RC: We opted for a Sunday start this
year for the first time because we felt
that two working days away from
your business was too much,
especially when you are trying to
organise cover. Having one day a
Sunday cuts this problem down by 50
per cent.

Also, from a supplier’s point of
view, they will only have selected
members of their salesforce off the
road for one day. Although we will
be eating into many peoples’
weekend, we feel that the benefits
outweigh the negatives. Set up for
the suppliers can be carried out at
any time on the Saturday and I guess
the more organised ones will be on
the golf course in the afternoon weather permitting.

SI: What package do you
offer attending members?
RC: STAG offers every attending retail
member free accommodation on the
Sunday (one room per retailer). We also
provide lunch on the Sunday and
Monday, together with dinner and
entertainment on the Sunday evening,

In this day and age, it is rare for
retailers to be able to get together on a
formal or informal basis to discuss
business, the market place, swap ideas
and make new contacts. Our show
provides this medium.

SI: What’s in it for suppliers?
RC: We are acutely aware that
without the support of the suppliers
and retailers we do not have a show.
So it has to be a win-win situation for
all concerned.
We do provide lunch on both days
and dinner/entertainment on the
Sunday evening free of charge, as we
do with STAG retailers. We also send
out a spreadsheet prior to the show
listing all attending members and their
contact numbers so that suppliers can
contact them to make appointments or
talk up their show offers.
We are very keen to promote
the show as a buying show and not
a PR exercise. This should help
suppliers to justify their

“The show gives suppliers the chance to see
and sell to more retailers than they would
normally do over a two-day period”
which takes the form of a hot buffet and
a jazz band adding to the atmosphere.
A few weeks prior to the show
we give to all members a
spreadsheet listing all attending
suppliers, their contact numbers and
the special show deals that each
supplier has on offer. This helps
tremendously as members can plan
who they want to see in advance so
they can make the most of the
show’s opening hours.

I have been to many trade
shows over the years as a
supplier and you were never
sure who you would see or how
the show was going to be
supported. With our show we
can guarantee who will be
walking through the door over
the two days. This alone gives
suppliers more than they would
si
get from any other show.

ABOVE: The show
gives suppliers the
chance to display
product ranges in the
manner that gives
them the best profile
TOP LEFT: The STAG
show is very much a
buying show, not a
PR exercise

attendance in the business they
write, plus there is the chance to
make new contacts and open new
accounts. This is especially
important for suppliers that have
recently joined STAG.
The show also gives suppliers the
chance to see and sell to more retailers
than they would normally do over a
two-day period and to display product
ranges in the manner that gives them
the best profile.

NEED TO KNOW
Venue: The Heythrop Park Golf and
Country Club, near Chipping Norton
Oxfordshire. Tel: 01608 673333.
www.heythroppark.co.uk
Saturday is set-up day for
suppliers. Opening times for the show
are 9am-6pm on Sunday and
9am-4 pm on Monday.
STAG has confirmed that, at time
of going to press, 72 suppliers will be
exhibiting at the event. 150 STAG
retailers have confirmed their
attendance.
Want to find out more about
STAG and/or its trade show? Call
01793 715406 or visit
www.stagbuyinggroup.com for
more information.

LEFT: Members can
plan which suppliers
they want to see
in advance

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Visionary thinking from Aquasphere
The proven US brand Aqua Sphere offers a great ‘made-in-Italy’ goggle range that delivers exceptional comfort and fit.
Proud of its visionary thinking, Aqua Sphere is now launching the first interchangeable goggle - the EAGLE - which is packaged with two sets of
lenses - clear and tinted - to enable simple ‘pop-out and swap’ to suit changing weather or light conditions. With 180-degree wide-angle vision and
Aqua Sphere’s signature high-comfort Softeril seal, the EAGLE’s cutting edge innovation and £14.99 SRP is sure to make it a favourite with fitness
swimmers and triathletes. A choice of lightweight prescription lenses will also be available from the new year, offering swimmers the chance to
customise their EAGLE with low-cost opthalmic lenses up to -6 diopter without having to visit an optician.
With eye protection for everyone, from elite swimmers to kids, the Aqua Sphere range has already grown to include new entry price point models,
offering superb quality and clarity at the £4.99 and £6.99 level. The MAKO (SRP £6.99) delivers the same watertight high-comfort Softeril seal, easyrelease buckle and lightweight construction as the brand’s proven Kaiman goggle (SRP £8.50-£10) but uses flat lens technology in contrast to the
Kaiman’s famous curved 180-degree wide-angled lens – delivering a great fit goggle for the price. This design is echoed in the new MOBY KIDS, giving
small faces a fun choice of neon bright goggles with the kindest high-comfort seal for only £4.99 SRP.
For all your quality swim equipment enquiries, including fins, masks, snorkels, bags and accessories, call 01254 278 873 or visit www.aquasphereuk.co.uk

Zoggs Wiro-frame goggles
Wiro-frame is the first goggle to offer a Biotech one-piece frame. Featuring
the versatility of a one-piece goggle and incorporating ultra-soft silicone
gaskets and a new integrated Bio-tech frame, Wiro-frame technology offers
enhanced individualised fit and comfort.
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This, combined with Zoggs CLT (Curved Lens Technology), Fogbuster
Impregnated Anti-fog lenses with UV400 Maximum Sun Protection and an
easy-adjust double band silicone headstrap, Wiro-frame commands a new
frontier in innovation and quality.
www.zoggs.com

GO OUTDOORS SHOW PREVIEW

Goodbye Go Outdoors
This year sees the last Go Outdoors show, which
will be replaced by outdoorpreview in July
The annual Go Outdoors trade
exhibition in September is in its last
year. This well-established and
invaluable trade show will be moving
to a July slot in 2006, making it
easier to meet the requirements of
retailers and manufacturers that
need to order product earlier than
September.
Roger Southcott, director of the
Outdoor Industries Association, told
Sports Insight: “For some time it has
been apparent that many of the larger
apparel brands in the outdoor sector
find the September show too late. The
emergence of China as the dominant
place to manufacture product means
that brands must submit their orders to
the factories way before September,
which is why we launched
outdoorpreview in July.
“This is the last show in
September and from now on we’ll be
focusing on the new show in July.”
Go Outdoors will remain in
Harrogate, says Southcott. “We feel
Harrogate is the spiritual home of the
outdoors industry, with a better choice

of accommodation and more
opportunities for the important social
side that this industry thrives on. It also
offers us the facilities to expand our
programme and provide other events,
which will make July in Harrogate the
only place to be for the outdoor trade.”

One-stop shop
As Southcott points out, visiting
brands individually is very time
consuming, so the trade show is a great
opportunity to see over 100 brands in
one go. The trade event provides
retailers with an opportunity to gauge
trends, finalise range decisions and
pick up newly launched products.
As the OIA says: “If you’re
running a retail outlet, you need to be
progressive, adaptable, knowledgeable;
a salesperson, marketer, merchandiser
and adviser. Given these demands,
where else will you have time to see
what’s new in the market place,
meet with industry colleagues and
compare brands across many
disciplines at one time?”
One of the many exhibitors will be Hi-

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

EXHIBITOR LIST
Allcord
Alpina
AMG Group
Anquet Technology
Arctic Fox (BEI Limited)
Ardblair Sports Importers
Bask
Beacons Products
Blacktoe
Blue Rush Wetsuits
Bramwell International
Brands Home &
Leisure/Thermos
Buffalo Systems
Buffera
Burton McCall
Charles Hughes/Portwest
Cicerone Press
Cigman & Co
Climbhigh UK
Cybertill
Dampire
Design Go
Ecco Wholesale UK
Equip Outdoor Technologies
Feet & Inches/European
Army Surplus
First Ascent (UK)
Gangotra Enterprises Ltd

Tec, which is launching some new
products, including two newly
designed backpacking boots, the
Ascent II and Sierra VL Fastpack.
The AMG Group will be
showcasing new products from its own
labels as well as new tents and
camping gear from Force Ten and
Vango and ranges of new products
from apparel brands including Teva
and Trezeta.
The incredible growth in the
outdoor activity market is welldocumented, and as Sports Insight
explores in Sport for all Seasons (page
34), no longer is outdoor activity
restricted simply to walking and
camping. The demand for outdoor
activity products is growing fast. So
for retailers thinking of expanding their
outdoor line, or entering the sector for
the first time, the Go Outdoors show is
well worth a visit.

Gelert Limited
Gratis USA Limited
GRS - Footwear Ltd
H3 UK Limited
Hi-Gear
Hi-Tec Sports
High Peak UK
Hilleberg - The Tentmaker
Horizon Leisure Products
Instant Mosquito Net
Company
Keela International
Kestra Electroweld
Lagenfeld UK Ltd/GI's
Government Surplus
Man O'Leisure
Mastco UK
Mycoal Warm Packs
Nikwax Waterproofing
North Star Equipment
OS Outdoors Show 2006
Outerwear Brands / North
Cape
Pacific Market International
Porvair International
Progress
Raptor Technologies t/a
Slidetite
Regatta Great Outdoors
Rekri8

Ring Automotives
Rosker
S. Flitterman & Company
Salop Wholesale Footwear
Co/Kefas
Silva
Snugpak/Brett Harris
Storm Waterproofing
Sympatex Technologies
Target Publishing/OE
Magazine
TargetDry
Terra Nova Equipment
Teva
Thatchreed
The Healthy Back Bag
Company
Tilley Endurables
Tough Customer/Farfield
Clothing
Trangia
Trespass
Trezeta
UK Distributors (Footwear)
Wayfayrer
Weird Fish
Whitby & Co
Wynnster Outdoor Leisure
Zamberlan / Karrimor
Zyro

When: September 25-27.
Where: Harrogate International Centre.
Admission: trade only. OIA members
receive free entry and a complimentary
show catalogue. Register online at
www.go-outdoors.org.uk
Opening times: Sunday-Monday
9.30am-6pm. Tuesday 9.30am-4pm.
How to get there:
By rail
National Rail Enquiries: 08457 484950.
Harrogate railway station is a fiveminute taxi ride or a 10-minute walk
from the exhibition halls.
By air
The closest airport is Leeds/Bradford
(0013 250 9696).
Harrogate is 12 miles away and a taxi
ride takes approximately 20 minutes
and should cost no more than £20.
Flights into Leeds/Bradford come from
Aberdeen, Belfast, Brussels, Dublin,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Isle of Man, Jersey,
London, Paris and Southampton.
Find out more: OIA 0208 8842 1111.
www.sports-insight.co.uk
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for all seasons
Outdoor activities continue to flourish in the UK and the growth in
this area is one aspect retailers could do well to consider
Five years ago you
would have been
hard-pushed to see
anyone using a
walking pole.
Nowadays they are
considered an
essential piece of kit
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Words by: Steve Newman
The never-ending quest to increase footfall
in your business can be helped by several
factors - warm weather, Wimbledon, the
Olympics, the World Cup, etc. However,
all of these are seasonal.

What has the potential to be of
far more use, and therefore more
profitable, is something that
operates all year round and brings
customers in.

In fact, there are two of these
essential ‘business boosters’ around at
the moment - namely the desire for allyear-round fitness and the incredible
growth in the outdoor activity market.

Time was that outdoor activity
was restricted to walking and
camping, but that has expanded
massively and now there are a wealth
of activities - many of them
interrelated with products and gear
that you can supply. We already have
orienteering, mountain biking, cycling,
hang-gliding, paragliding, rock
climbing and bouldering, to name but
a few. And now there are a number of
‘soft’ outdoor activities that are
steadily growing in popularity, such as
kite flying. It is becoming evermore
common to see families on beaches or
hillsides with kites that are not that
much smaller than parachutes, yet
how many of us would think of
stocking such an item?
If you can have a sideline aimed at
one outdoor sport or stock lines that
appeal to outdoor enthusiasts, you can
only prosper. The main point to
remember is that the outdoor activity
market, unlike tennis, cricket and
football, is not seasonal and if you get
it right customers will keep coming
back throughout the year.

Track market trends
Cheap air travel has opened up large
areas of the world to the outdoor
enthusiast and walking in areas such
as the Dolomites, the Pyrenees or the
Jura Mountains is now a very popular
thing to do with British outdoor
enthusiasts. It’s a cue for us to start
selling GPS systems where you can
plug in one of a variety of Atlas
Information memory cards that
represent their travel region. The

“The outdoor activity market, unlike tennis, cricket and
football, is not seasonal and if you get it right customers will
keep coming back throughout the year”
customer can also use them to recall
addresses and phone numbers of their
favourite restaurants and points of
interest, not to mention back roads on
the map
It is also a good idea to watch
trends in this market. Five years ago
you hardly saw a hiker with pair of
walking poles, now they all seem to
have them. What is more, the sport of
Nordic Walking is rapidly gaining
converts in the UK and for this you
need a really good pair of poles with
shock absorbing capabilities, so why
not consider pushing these a little bit
more?
How do we find out what the
latest trends are and which ones we
should be targeting to suit our area
and businesses? Magazines such as
Outdoor Pursuits, TRAIL, TGO and
Global give you a very good idea of
what’s going on, and it’s also a good
idea to look at the Outdoor Industries
Association (OIA). It has an Outdoor
Trends survey that is conducted
among members on a quarterly basis,
with findings sent automatically to all
respondents. The survey tracks current
sales trends and monitors business
confidence in the outdoor sector.
The OIA is the lead trade body for
manufacturers and retailers of
clothing, equipment and services for
the outdoor leisure pursuits market in

Britain and Ireland. Formed in 1960 as
the Camping Trade Association of
Great Britain, it was re-launched as the
Outdoor Industries Association,
reflecting the ever-changing market
place and the nature of companies and
organisations it represents. The
association also has a bulletin
newsletter published on a bi-monthly
basis throughout the year that is
distributed to members, media
contacts and opinion formers and
reports matters of interest to the
industry, exhibition updates, members’
news, changes to legislation and so on.

Fleece your customers
So what then should you be
attempting to sell to our customers in
the outdoor market? In my opinion,
this falls in to three distinct areas clothing, specialist equipment and

High-energy meals
from companies such
as Wayfarer are very
popular with walkers,
trekkers and other
outdoor activity fans

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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“It is a sound business proposition to stock products that cross the
boundaries of several outdoor activities”
Cheap air travel has
brought areas of
Europe such as the
Dolomites within easy
reach of British
walkers, resulting in a
variety of accessory
sales from sunglasses
and insect repellent to
hats and GPS systems

Manufacturers such as
Hi-Tec have not been
slow to recognise the
potential in children’s
gear for outdoor
activities, both in a
practical and fashion
sense
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accessories. As far as clothing is
concerned, it wasn’t that long ago that
the must-have fashion accessory was a
wax jacket with the Barbour badge on
the collar. Nowadays you are likely to
see fleeces with Berghaus or The
North Face worn to the shops, the pub
or for walks in the country. Outdoor
clothing is worn throughout the year.
Just as the trainer is the biggest
success story in footwear, the fleece is
rapidly becoming a ubiquitous multiuse garment.
We also need to think about the
family aspect. All the major
manufacturers of outdoor clothing and
footwear now cater for children and
spend millions on research and design
for this end of the market. Whilst
remaining practical, children’s items
have also become increasingly
fashionable and thus are
potential big-sellers. One of
the biggest growth markets
is the simple backpack
worn by children to school
and on days out. There are
many styles on the
market and a little
research and
marketing done
here can be
extremely
profitable.

Perhaps the biggest question is,
should retailers stock specialist
equipment for certain outdoor
activities? My own instinct would be
that, unless you have a very close
relationship with a club or local group,
go instead for a broader stock range to
attract people to your store and build
up a speciality accordingly.
Last year in this magazine we ran
a feature on cross-sports products and
how we could maximise on their
appeal to customers. This is just as
important now with the explosion in
outdoor activities and sports in this
country, fuelled by right to roam
legislation. It is a sound business
proposition to stock products that cross
the boundaries of several outdoor
activities. By stocking outdoor
products retailers are boosting their
chances of sales and a return visit from
customers.

If you are selling small cooking
stoves then also sell some of the amazing
new high-energy meals that are now
available. Everyone likes these products.
I have eaten curries and ravioli from
plastic bags, both in the wilderness in
Norway and in the woods behind our
house. Their appeal is phenomenal as
everyone feels like a bit of an adventurer
when they tuck into them.
By considering your customers and
looking at the individual outdoor pursuits
you supply for, it is amazing what you
can come up with as ideas to sell to more
than one activity. A staff or family
brainstorming session can bring in even
more ideas. In these times all retailers
need to increase their footfall and
maximise profits. By simply blurring the
lines of outdoor activity supply and
si
demand, you may just do it.

Consumed by adventure
If there is one section where individual
lines and accessories can be bought by
different sports and activities it is the
outdoor sector. For example, everybody
gets wet if it rains, so you need to look
at lightweight waterproof jackets that
can be used by walkers and cyclists and
fold up neatly so they can also be used
by climbers and hill runners.

These Gift Packs by Gelert are being introduced in time
for Christmas specifically to get more people outdoors.
There are 15 packs in the range, all at great price points

IN SEASON SUPPLEMENTS

We’re all striving
for an edge
It’s up to wide-awake sports retailers to provide
legal supplements
Words by: Hugh Graham
Get down to the school playground.
Study the kids. Most of them are
trying to fight harder, jump higher,
run faster and be braver than their
contemporaries. It’s the same in the
adult world.
Nearly all of us suffer from a degree
of hypochondria - otherwise we’d not
receive dozens of prospectuses from
companies peddling alternative
therapies. Why are we sent this junk
mail? Because the companies know
everyone is searching for something
that will make them perform better.

Career extension
Some of us take pills to help us sleep
and others to wake us up. Most of the
over-50s are regularly dosing on miniaspirins and nearly everybody in the
‘Third Age’ is a patron of Holland and
Barrett. Television celebrities extend
their careers way beyond what
wrinkles would allow with a nip, a
tuck and a jab of Botox.
Many of the sports writers
scribbling with feigned horror at the
current steroid abuse ‘scandal’ are
using black coffee, or something much
stronger, to stay awake at the

keyboard a little longer. So, since
everybody’s at it, isn’t it hypocritical
for us, and the regulatory authorities,
to get all pious when a leading sports
person is discovered to have been
taking some performance enhancing
concoction?
The US Air Force has adopted an
alertness drug as one of its official ‘go
pills’ for pilots whose missions stretch
to more than 12 hours. However,
what’s good enough, and healthy
enough, for long distance flyers is not
good enough for the American sprinter
Kelli White, who won the 100-metre
and 200-metre events in Paris two
years ago but was stripped of those
medals after failing tests for the same
stimulant.
"In doing this, I have not only
cheated myself, but also my family,
friends and sport," White said in a
statement issued by her attorney. "I am
sorry for the poor choices I have
made." The 27-year-old sprinter said
she plans to compete again when the
ban ends in May 2006.
Walk around the Stock Exchange
during trading and you might well
wonder whether all the exuberant

excitement is due entirely to coffee and
bacon sandwiches. It’s well
documented that the rise and fall of
global stocks and shares also tracks the
sales of Prozac.
As we age, our bodies go through
a natural cycle of deterioration. Joints
and bones are constantly breaking
down and our joints begin to feel stiff
and stressed, probably indicating the
onset of arthritis. Dr Joel D Wallach,
Nobel Prize Nominee for Medicine in
1991, noted that arthritis sufferers
recovered mobility when they drank a
concoction made from fruit juice and
powdered chicken cartilage.
“I was amazed,” he reported on his
tape Dead Doctors Don’t Lie, “that
when these experiments were
conducted, and proved effective, that
the licensing authorities immediately
labelled the product a drug. How can
chicken cartilage, for that is what it
was, be described as a drug?”

Easing the pain
That cartilage, in another form, is
gelatine, which can be extremely
helpful in easing the pain of arthritis.
Gelatine is a refined extract of
collagen, which forms clear solutions
in water and is a highly pure protein.
The most important property of
gelatine is its function as a
hydrocolloid - a substance that forms a

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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EAS products carrying
the ‘Doping Free’ seal
of approval
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gel with water. A daily supplement
containing gelatine can help arthritis
sufferers immensely, improving the
symptoms after only two-three months
of supplementation. It is ideal for
anybody who wants to help maintain
his or her joint and bone health.
So are we going to list gelatine as
a prohibited, performance enhancing
supplement? Mankind’s instinct to
misuse powerful prescriptions to
obtain a performance edge is not only
understandable in today’s highly
competitive society, but is also
dangerous medical practice.
We Brits - athletes and ordinary
mortals alike - medicate every ache
and phobia. Athletes routinely take
established drugs - those with
legitimate medical purposes - and use
them to enhance their performance.
Because these products are similar to
hormones produced naturally in the
body, they are difficult to identify in
drug tests.
It’s clearly evident that not all
doctors feel bound by the hypocratic
oath. More than a few are permanently
beavering away researching new ways
to help athletes cheat. Even athletes
opposed to drug abuse can be
inadvertently tainted by using
unvalidated dietary supplements.
A recent study conducted by the
US Anti-Doping Agency found that 41
per cent of 624 legal supplements
tested contained a steroid precursor or
banned substance unlisted on the label.
Some contamination was undoubtedly
due to simple sloppiness - machinery

that was not properly cleaned. In other
cases, where rogue ingredients were
found at high levels, it’s certain they
were included to make the products
more effective.

Level the playing field
And so we come back to the original
question - since everybody uses
artificial means to enhance their
performance in some field, isn’t it
hypocritical to demonise sportsmen
and women when they use artificial
means to help them win medals?
The reality is that many coaches,
managers, doctors and health
professionals are actively involved in a
conspiracy to produce performance
enhancers designed to evade detection
and to stay ahead of the technology
designed to detect them. Since many
athletes, particularly top ones, will use
any product or preparation to keep
them in contention, wouldn’t it be
better to legalise all performance
enhancers, which would automatically
level all playing fields and put both the
performance enhancers and the
athletes under proper medical
supervision?
Of course not. The drive to
succeed would cause athletes to take
unwarranted risks with their lives and
place a dreadful responsibility upon
the shoulders of the medical teams
responsible for the enhancers.
Athletes are supposed to succeed
as a result of hard work and a
devotion to excellence. They are role
models for young and old to follow.
We regard athletes, in all fields of
endeavour, as a meritocracy, with
clear winners and losers and a whole
variety of tiers throughout each form
of sport, which is why fanatical
sportsmen and women can be found
in village cricket and football teams,
as well as in the professional leagues.
Artificial enhancers subtract from
an honourable tradition of devotion
to excellence, with the result that
many sports people have come to
regard the winners’ podium as the
only thing that counts - not
participation in a sport they love.
What rubbish. I believe it’s better
for those who regulate performance in
sport to develop perfect testing
procedures because, with any luck,
that will eventually lead to a regime
of mandatory testing of every athlete
and zero tolerance.
Some athletes can, and will,
try to outsmart the testing,
because the chances of getting
caught are presently not that

great and the penalties not that severe.
You may not believe this, but there is a
natural co-relation between drug
testing and speeding tickets. You don’t
think so? Well consider this.
The fine for most speeding
offences is around £60 and three
points on your licence. The fine is
almost irrelevant to most drivers, but
the three points are not - although few
drivers will slow down when they
have only three points on their licence.
When drivers are caught by a second
Gatso camera, they groan, pay the
fine, but drive a little more carefully,
with far more regard for the speed
limits, because with six points on their
licence they’re more than halfway to a
total driving ban.
If they’re caught again, the fine
remains the same, but with nine points
on their licence most drivers obey
every speed limit because they then
risk losing their driving licence if
they’re caught again.
If athletes understood that using
forbidden substances would
automatically result in a lifetime ban,
most would refuse to take the risk.

Should you sell
supplements?
So should retailers sell supplements?
Of course. Since it’s acknowledged
that everybody is looking for an edge,
it’s up to wide-awake sports retailers to
provide legal supplements. But in that
decision lies an awesome
responsibility involving the health of
the athlete and the possibility of a ban.
It’s therefore important that retailers
should only offer supplements
guaranteed risk-free so far as dope
testing is concerned.
Consider the supplements sold by
EAS, one of the world’s leading
science-based sports nutrition
companies. Many professional athletes
endorse its products as both effective
and safe. EAS products carrying the
‘Doping Free’ seal of approval, are
tested by an independent laboratory
using state-of-the-art technology and
certified free of two categories of
substances - anabolic steroids and
stimulants.
EAS claims that athletes using its
products are guaranteed that nobody
will take a gold medal away if only
the company’s products have been
used in the athlete’s determination to
achieve peak performance. Check
out the EAS websites - www.easuk.com and www.doping-free.com for full details.
si
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Supplements
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Pure Whey
Prolab Europe imports only the highest quality brands
from the USA. If your needs are weight loss, lean
weight gain, increased endurance or general well being
call Prolab, tell the company your requirements and it
will design a nutrition programme to fit your needs.
Prolab has a helpline for your training advice from a Mr
universe (Shaun Davis), who has expertise in all fitness
and diet requirements at all levels.
Pure Whey uses state-of-the-art cross flow micro
filtration methods to deliver.
Email: shaundavis@prolab.co.uk or call 01179355554.
Trade and retail full price lists available for Prolab
Nutrition, Stallone-instone, Muscletech and Inner Armour.

EAS branded vending machine
EAS is offering sports centres and gyms a profitable, standalone
branded vending machine that includes sports bars and drinks for
before, during and after exercise.
The vending machine can be packed with any combination of
the brand’s most popular products for fitness enthusiasts, including
Myoplex, AdvantEdge and Body-for-LIFE bars and shakes; Energy
bars and drinks for endurance athletes; and the Piranha instant
energy drink.
The machine has striking graphics and a lit display to draw
customers’ attention. It can be tailored to individual sites with fully
adjustable shelving, a range of programmable spirals, thermostatic
controls and a choice of coin or cashless vending. Clubs and gyms
can select the best balance of products to suit their customers’
needs and enjoy increased retail and repeat sales without high
value stock outlay.
For more details or to order contact EAS at sv@eas-uk.info
or call 0870 3503270.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Top Flight
Darts, snooker and pool are still showing no
signs of waning in popularity across the UK
Words by: Catherine Eade
A frame of pool is far
quicker than its
snooker equivalent, so
establishments such as
pubs find it far more
lucrative to have a
pool table on the
premises
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Earlier this year darts finally got the
recognition it has craved since it
arrived on our television screens
back in the seventies: Sport England
announced that it had satisfied the
requirements of ‘mental and
physical skill’ to qualify as a
recognised sport, up there with
athletics, racket sports and boxing.
Darts is recognised in most places
in the world as a sport, yet it has long
been snubbed in the country of its
birth. Originally a game derived from
archery played in the taverns across
olde England, in the spring
of this year it won the
legitimacy it has

sought for so long. It is even being
touted as a possible medal event in
the London Olympics - if it makes it
as an exhibition sport at Beijing
2008.

High viewing figures
TV viewing of darts has always
exceeded expectations, and is still
enjoying a good run on television.
Last year’s World Professional Darts
Championship final

attracted 4.6 million viewers on the
BBC and was broadcast to 74
countries worldwide. PDC events are
regularly screened live on Sky Sports,
which is firmly committed to darts
coverage, and major corporate
sponsors queue up to support the
game. It is also becoming more of a
year-round game, with three televised
tournaments during the summer
months on Sky making sales more
even throughout the year.
Of the estimated seven million
darts players in the UK, the ratio of
male to female participants remains
fairly static at 80:20. But there are
more women entering the game, and
the profile of the women’s darts scene
continues to rise with players such as
Trina Gulliver, the number one female
player in the world.
Good TV coverage has also meant
more young players entering the game,
with the average age now 20-30, and
an increasing number of kids signing
up to play. As World Champion Phil
Taylor says: “Darts is something I’d
encourage any young kid to
play. It’s very good
for maths for
starters.”

RETAIL TIPS
FOR DART SALES
■ The secret to selling a profitable

level of darts equipment is to stock a
broad range of price points.
Packaging, effective displays and
promotional giveaways are useful
tools for selling.
■ Selling arrows to someone serious

about their darts means giving them
the opportunity to feel the weight
and try them out on a board if
possible. The grip is the most
important element for customers to
try out, and where the customer
holds the dart will affect which type
of grip is best for the buyer. The
heavier the dart the harder the
throw has to be, and the type of
throw will also impact the result:
front-weighted darts are better for
players who ‘lob’ darts, while centreweighted or evenly weighted darts
are better for players who throw
straight or in an arc.
■ Beginners need larger flights to

give more stability, while experts
choose smaller flights. The best
advice to give a customer new to the
game? Experts recommend not
buying an expensive set of darts to
start with. Sets costing between £10
and £20 are perfectly reasonable and
provide a good start, while visiting a
retailer rather than buying on the
internet gives the obvious advantage
of being able to try before buying.

Right on cue
Due to space restrictions, the dartboard
is still a much more common sight in
pubs and clubs than a pool and certainly
a snooker table, but the popular tabletop sports of pool and snooker show no
signs of decline in the UK.
The number of leagues and teams
continues to grow, with more female
players and an increase in interest from
non-British players too. Sports Insight
spoke to Burroughes & Watts owner
and proprietor Malcolm Jones about
the current state of play.
Sports Insight: How can retailers
increase sales of pool and snooker
products?
Malcolm Jones: Retailers can increase
business in our field by providing a
niche market purchasing opportunity
for their customers - ie, take on an
official prestige brand dealership and
have knowledgeable cue sports sales

people who really know something
about the game and the products
they’re selling. All too often, high
street sports shops personnel have little
or no knowledge about hand-made
cues, for example.

“Cue sports
- mainly
pool - are
the second
most
popular
pastime in
this country”

SI: The golden era of snooker is
obviously over, but is interest in the
game still growing?
MJ: It’s true that the golden age of
snooker, when - like in the mid-1980s it was on television every other night,
has long-since ended. However, pool
has since really gained in popularity,
and the last industry figures I saw
showed that, after walking in all its
forms, cue sports - mainly pool - are
the second most popular pastime in this
country, having displaced angling in
that slot.
This is undoubtedly due to the fact
that a pool table needs far less valuable
space than a snooker table.

Furthermore, a frame of pool is far
quicker than its snooker equivalent, so
establishments such as pubs find it far
more possible and lucrative to have a
pool table on the premises.
SI: Is television coverage still good
enough to maintain interest in the
sport?
MJ: Snooker still clings on to its
present-day television coverage and,
from a business perspective, the more
TV coverage there is for snooker, the
better the ensuing consumer demand.
However, in terms of potential
audiences and sacred viewing figures, I
believe that TV companies have so far
failed to understand just how popular
pool, particularly 8-Ball pool, really is.
I have watched nine world
championships over the past nine years
and these top matches can be equally
as skilful and exciting as their snooker
equivalents.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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On the table front, we supply both
new and restored snooker and pool
tables - and demand is good.
Burroughes & Watts snooker tables
are regarded as the Rolls Royce or
Bentley in this area, so customers
from all over the world search us out,
usually via the internet.
With snooker tables, however, I
believe that the internet, and Ebay in
particular, have done much to deflate
and cheapen the market, especially for
second-hand tables. Auction site
bidders should be aware that the risks
and hidden costs of buying a secondhand table on the internet are very
much similar to those when buying a
second-hand car.
If you buy privately and don’t
know what you should be looking for,
it’s possible to get yourself into a lot
of trouble and expense. It’s far less
risky to buy a table direct from the
manufacturer or from a reputable
dealership. At least in this instance
you have some redress when things
go wrong.
What’s more, I think there still
exists considerable internecine
snobbery in cue sports, where snooker
officials and players in general see
themselves and their chosen speciality
as being in some way superior to
snooker’s ‘cloth cap image’ cousin, 8Ball pool, which has failed to thrive
and grow as it should have done over
the last 10 years.
SI: What effect will the new rules on
tobacco sponsorship have on snooker
and pool?
MJ: I believe that pool and soon
snooker will be hard-pushed to find
such willing and generous sponsors as
the tobacco companies. Now that they
have been removed from the scene by
legislation and government
intervention, I believe cue sports
competitions will find it harder than
ever, if not impossible, to gain
alternative, equally large-scale
sponsorship.
There has been clear evidence of
this over the past two years when the
8-Ball World Pool Championships
(EPA version) struggled and failed to
replace the largesse of British
American Tobacco’s Embassy
sponsorship over the previous 15

years. The new sponsor, an internet
casino site -www.888.com- has been
unable, or maybe unwilling, to match
the generosity of the previous tobacco
company sponsors, evidenced by the
significantly lower level of prize
money available over the past two
years.
Ironically, although smoking kills,
its sponsorship was clearly good for the
health of cue sports. As for the future,
nothing apart from large brewery brand
backing is apparent to me.
SI: What are your most popular pieces
of equipment?
MJ: As ever, we are continuing to
experience brisk demand for genuine
Burroughes & Watts hand-made,
custom-built cues. I say genuine
because there are companies who even
now are trying to ride on the back of
our name and reputation, and buyers
should be aware of this. Our cues are
much sought after due to our
unparalleled success in cue sports
world championships over the past 10
years alone. No fewer than 15 world
titles in all categories have been won
by players using a Burroughes & Watts
cue, a record that no other cue maker
can match.

“Ironically, although smoking kills, its sponsorship was clearly
good for the health of cue sports. As for the future, nothing
apart from large brewery brand backing is apparent to me”
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SI: Is Burroughes & Watts gearing up
for a busy season? What new products
are being launched?
MJ: Burroughes & Watts, although
being one of the oldest - 170 years
this year - and most respected names
in cue sports, is committed to
innovation. This coming year will be
very busy as we see the launch of two
revolutionary new products into a
market place where there has been
few real advances for many years.
One is a cue tip attachment, the
TWISTATIP, which allows even the
beginner to learn how to play
breathtaking Massé swerve shots very
quickly. In the hands of an
experienced player, it has the potential
to render opponents’ snooker attempts
ineffectual and at the same time
providing for tremendously exciting
spectator appeal.
The other is a mechanical racking
device, a spring-loaded triangle called
the MASTER RACK, a by-product of
the NASA space programme that gives
superior compaction of the racked
balls compared to the traditional
triangle. This leads to better breaking
of the rack of balls following the break
shot, particularly important in pool.
This device is available for snooker
and pool and has interchangeable
spacer bars for those who wish to use
it for both specialities.
For more information on
Burroughes & Watts call:
si
0121 323 2043.
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THE BEST...
All it takes is a quick glance at the new 2006 Unicorn
Darts catalogue or a visit to their website,
www.unicorn-darts.com, to see why Unicorn are still
justifiably called ‘The Big Name in Darts’. With the
best range of darts in the market, supported and
promoted by Team Unicorn, the best and most
successful darts team ever, it really is no contest.
But these things don’t just happen by chance. Unicorn boasts the best
and most innovative Research and Development department in the
business and the new products of 2006 have been based on performance
and authenticity, plus an important input from the players.
World Champions Phil Taylor, John Lowe, John Part and Bob
Anderson, with an incredible 18 World Championships between them, all
have new darts bearing their name. In addition to the very successful
Golden Unicorn and World Champion series, 2006 sees the introduction of
Hero Golden, a 95% tungsten dart with guaranteed weights and new
Unicorn XLTi 100% titanium shafts. The new Phil Taylor Purist, in a
choice of gold or tungsten, features the precise specification of barrel used
by ‘The Power’ himself for the very first time.

The new Unicorn Hero
Golden dart with its
guaranteed weight
laser engraved.

The new range
of Maestro
Tungsten darts,
featuring Peter
Manley, World
Matchplay
Champion Colin
Lloyd and Kevin
Painter.

Team Unicorn’s Maestros and Contenders are also playing an
increasing part in the development of the Unicorn range, with names like
Maestro Golden, Maestro Tungsten, Maestro Dynamite and Contender
Tungsten all making their debuts this year. Other new darts include
Sparks, Control and Bullet.
A visit to the Unicorn website to check out the new Sid Waddell flights
featuring some of his best-known sayings is an experience in itself; not
only can you see them, but you can also hear them.

The new Phil
Taylor Purist
Gold, which is
also available in
tungsten.

The Simpsons go on from strength to strength on TV and 2006 sees
further introductions to their range of darts products, exclusively
manufactured and distributed by Unicorn. Many of the new steel tip
introductions above are replicated with a Soft Tip version as Unicorn
continues to provide a comprehensive range of products for this growing
area of the sport.
If that were not enough, new flights, new shafts, new accessories and
new boards are included in this new offering, whilst the Unicorn Eclipse
Pro dartboard, with even more features, continues to be the board of choice
for all PDC televised darts tournaments on Sky Sports.
The Unicorn Darts website, www.unicorn-darts.com, has now become
a firm favourite with darts players worldwide, getting millions of hits on a
monthly basis. Not only does it show the latest products, it brings the latest
news on all the players, runs a successful 180 Club to reward the best
amateur players and features a regular tournament diary from Sid Waddell.
In addition to its superb products, the Unicorn brand has more
exposure through Team Unicorn, its TV coverage and website than any
other darts company and no serious retailer of darts can afford to ignore it.

The new Sid Waddell
flights with their
eye-catching pack
design. See and hear
them on-line.
To contact Unicorn please visit us at:
www.unicorn-darts.com
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Get on your bike in comfort

COMFORT SADDLE COMPANY AND THE RQ8 SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Whilst the benefits of cycling are well known and
frequently expressed, most people will offer a single
cause as the reason for not continuing with it as their
regular exercise - it’s a pain in the bum!
The Comfort Saddle Company was formed as a
result of its founder’s belief that a seat could be
designed that did not depend upon using the
rider’s crotch as a pivot point. As a consultant
to the orthopaedic industry, Brian Cox was
well qualified to determine a solution. His
belief was substantiated by analysing the
pelvic movement in a person whilst
walking upstairs (an activity closely
related to cycling without the
encumbrance of rigid metalwork in
the groin). Measurement of this
movement clearly demonstrates a
side-to-side rocking, coupled with
some small amount of sideways
movement. This swaying
movement is greatly hindered
on most conventional
bicycle seats (totally so
on some).
The answer
was to
incorporate
the

swaying function into the seat by
means of a patented suspension system
- a double wishbone type that allows a
radial movement about a centre point
above the rider’s seat; this matches the
motion of the seat to the rider
throughout the entire pedalling motion.
The result gives a more efficient and
balanced ride.
The RQ8 suspension system has
been designed to allow a retro-fit to
most models of bicycle seat.
One of the secondary benefits of
the RQ8 design is that it does not
require the rider to balance on the horn
of a bicycle seat. With this in mind the
“hornless” Comfort Saddle was also
developed for those who - quite rightly
- worry about damaging the soft
network of neural and vascular tissue
in the groin - an area of the body
naturally defended by the pelvis that a
conventional horned saddle is perfectly
designed to defeat.
The recommended retail prices are
£14.95 for the RQ8 suspension system
alone or £39.95 for the Comfort
Saddle complete with RQ8
suspension.
For more information look at our
websites at www.rq8.co.uk and
www.comfortsaddle.co.uk or call
freephone 0800 6120 963

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Football/Teamwear
Valsport Premier Collection
Valsport has just launched its brand new
clothing range into the UK market with
great success. Called the Premier
Collection, the range complements the
already established footwear
selection that Valsport has
to offer.
Caltia’s managing
director, Adam
Heaslewood,
comments: “We are
delighted with the
response and initial
sell through that the
Premier Collection
has received.
The range
is designed
with the
player in mind
and offers
supreme comfort
and style. Being the
first Valsport clothing
collection available in the UK, you are
bound to have some reservations, but we
have all been pleasantly surprised by the
consumer’s reaction.”
Should you wish to view the current Valsport
Collection or obtain a catalogue contact Caltia on
020 8771 5982 or info@caltia.co.uk

DJ-5 football boots
The DJ-5 range of football boots are made of high quality PU
material with incorporated rubber skill assistance pads that enhance a
player’s performance, giving him more control and the ability to bend
and swerve the ball.
Available in astroturf, moulded studs, blades and removable
studs. Sports bags and boot bags also available.
For more information call: 0870 0660209, email: sales@dj5sports.com
or visit www.dj5sports.com

Reusch Shockshield
Innovation is a key word in the Reusch
philosophy, and 2006 will see
the introduction of another
new technology to the range Shockshield.
During goal attempts, it is
not unusual for a soccer ball to
rocket towards the goal at
speeds of over 100 kilometres
an hour. At this velocity it is
not always possible to catch
the ball. Shockshield has been
developed to protect and
cushion the knuckles when using
the fist to punch the ball clear.
Without restricting flexibility, this
revolutionary new technology absorbs
the force of the ball and distributes its
impact over the largest possible area.
As seen in the new Mega Guardian
glove.
BF Sports. Tel/fax: 0161 439 4383.
email: bob@reuschuk.com
www.reusch.com
2005 show exhibitor
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IN SEASON CRICKET

Cricket

Cricket coaching mat
The cricket coaching mat is a brand new piece of equipment designed to give coaches the time and opportunity to improve a youngster’s batting
techniques. It works terrifically on the outfield and can be used to coach groups of 30 or as a one-to-one coaching resource to iron out faults.
It provides a simple, effective batting space together with a set of flexible tees on which to practice all shots, from cover drives to on drives,
square cuts to pulls and sweeps and the full range of defensive strokes.
The mat allows each shot to be played over 100 times in a 10-minute period, thereby ‘grooving’ the muscles so that the shot can accurately be
replayed when out in the middle.
The cricket coaching mat will give youngsters ‘a chance to shine’ and emulate the glories of the England Test team. For non-specialist coaches,
the mat comes with a video showing how all the shots should be played.
For more information contact David Cooper on 01422 244818 or email d.cooper20@ntlworld.com Alternatively, visit www.cricketcoachingmats.com

Putting Cricket Sweaters
to the Test
Cricket sweaters can now be made in
Teflon-treated yarn by Balmoral Knitwear.
What’s more, the sweaters can be made
with team colours in the stripes, choosing
from a library of over 1,000 shades.
The Teflon treatment makes the
garments stain resistant and water
repellent. The yarn is a quality
wool/acrylic blend and is ideal for cricket
sweaters. Other yarns are also available,
including 100 per cent acrylic and 100
per cent pure new merino wool. The
minimum order is just six per style, with
two per size.
For more information speak to Mike, Ian
or Julie on 01900 829 229, or email
info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
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Triple X

X Two Pulse
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Sommers Cricket range
Sommers Cricket, the emerging Australian bat and equipment
manufacturer, has just successfully completed its first year’s business
in the UK.
Sommer as a brand prides itself on quality products at
competitive prices (plus bulk purchase discounts), from the Junior X
Factor range through to the Triple XXX factor range, which is used
by Australian international and first class players.
To complement the X factor range, in 2006 Sommers will be
introducing the new X2 range, which has been used by Jason
Gillespie in the 2006 Ashes series.
For further information contact Mike Dale at Sommers Cricket UK on
01442 233750/07810 205219 or visit www.sommerscricket.co.uk

Bournes cricket scorebooks
Bournes cricket scorebooks have been
established over 110 years and are still
printed and manufactured in the UK.
The books comprise leatherette
casing, 100 gram non-reflective white
paper and the famous green ink.
There are four main books - ID60
and ID100 are both 13”x6” hardback,
while 2/100 and 2/100 are wirobound
12” x 10” hardbacks. All the titles
have the latest law changes to make scoring easier. Also
available is the Loose Leaf format that allows each season’s
records to be stored and replaced with new ones.
For more information contact Tony on 07860 797137 or email
supreme853@aol.com

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Prince Unveils O3 Squash
The overwhelming success of the brand's O3 rackets in tennis has led
Prince to rush the UK launch of O3 Squash for the 2005/06 season.
England's former world number one Peter Nicol, a Prince
ambassador for more than 14 years, switched to a prototype of
the new racket this summer - and went on to win two major
titles with the O3 Tour.
The rejuvenated Prince star celebrated his 50th major
international title when he crushed France's world champion,
Thierry Lincou, in the final of the World Games in Germany. A
month later he won the English Open to secure his second
successive trophy with the new O3 without dropping a game.
"The new racket represents, without doubt, a significant
new development by Prince," explained Nicol, a double
Commonwealth Games gold medallist. "The sweetspot is huge
and the added power off the wall pays huge dividends - I will
definitely be using the racket all the time from now on."
There are two rackets in the new series - the O3 Tour and O3
Silver Extender, both of which will be available from November.
“Prince revolutionised squash in the eighties with the launch
of the Extender racquet,” explains Bob Johnson, Director of Solo
Sports, distributor of Prince in the UK. “Following the
overwhelming success of the launch in tennis earlier this year, we
are confident that O3 will now represent the next major racket
innovation in squash.”
For more information call: 01539 622322 or
email: sales@solosport.co.uk

K-Swiss SS06 footwear range
K-Swiss is set to introduce one of its strongest tennis footwear
lines for SS06.
The company has added two new styles to its highly
acclaimed 7.0 System range - the Glaciator SCD and Ascendor SLT.
The Glaciator SCD is designed to keep tennis player's feet
cool and dry in the heat of the match. HDC, a heat deflection
material, is strategically placed from heel to toe in the midsole
to deflect heat away from the foot. The collar lining consists of
a unique Fautex technology that wicks away moisture from the
foot. Other features include a durawrap XD high abrasion toe
guard, stay tied laces, ortholite insole and a heel grip lining to
minimise heel slippage.
The Ascendor SLT is designed with the competitive
player in mind. Lightweight yet durable, this shoe
features on the outsole an abrasion resistant drag
guard in the toe and heel, shock spring cushioning
technology in the midsole and a lightweight EVA and
cushion board construction. The upper is
mesh/polynylon material with a Tectuff high
abrasion toe wrap.
For more information call: 01458 445502 or visit
kswiss.com
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Geared up with
Looking good means feeling good and Karakal’s new and improved range
of unisex sports clothing now in stock looks set to win every time.
CLOTHING
A leading supplier of sports clothing for more than 25
years, Karakal listens to the experts when it comes to
designing sportswear that is both stylish and practical. The
introduction of the Karakal Cool Tec material has been
tested and approved by leading players. Developed over
the last few years and now the best material on the market,
COOL TEC uses specifically designed fibres that wick
moisture away from the skin and let the body breathe. This
year Karakal has improved the range further, introducing a
new design feel and extending the colour range.
The traditional favourite Match Cool Polo shirt is
made from 100% Cool Tec. With its super lightweight
material and moisture control system, the shirt is available
in a wide choice of 7 striking colour combinations and
sizes ranging from small to XXL.

TTo compliment the Match Cool
Polo shirts, shorts made from the
Cool Tec material are now available for the first time.
With 2 side pockets and elasticated and drawstring waist
for added comfort, the shorts give a full mix and match
option.

SHOESS

LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Leading racket sports manufacturer Karakal have
used revolutionary new Nano Technology in the
production of their 2005 range of squash, badminton
and racketball rackets and plan to update their
tennis range for 2006.
Later this year the distinctive new Nano Technology
logo will be emblazoned across the racket range.

GRIPS
A revolution in grip manufacturing
Introduced twenty five years ago, the Karakal PU super
grip remains the world’s No1 PU Grip for all racket sports
players. Now incorporating new Nano Technology, the

super grip has greatly improved durability, gripping power
and comfort. Available in striking new packaging, the box
of 24 grips come in a range of colours and finishes. Also
new this year, Karakal have developed the new point of
sale display tub. This allows larger quantities of Karakal’s
top selling lines – PU Super Grip, Overwraps, Head &
Wrist Bands and Squash Balls to be sold from an
attractive counter top display.

Karakal’s new XS –270 – Formula One for
your Feet
Karakal, the industry’s leading supplier of the lightest
squash rackets in the world, has taken another giant leap
forward with
the XS – 270
superlight
squash shoe.
Following
the runaway
success of the
XS – 270, the
shoe has been
upgraded with a
new upper but
still retains the super tacky rubber sole, guaranteed to offer
up to 20% more grip than any of its nearest rivals.
Engineered by Karakal to combine the ultimate in super
lightweight material with maximum strength, the shoe
offers leading edge performance in any game.

For further information on the Karakal range,

call Karakal on: Freephone 0800 376 8500
or visit www.karakal.com

ANNOUNCING OUR ARRIVAL

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Under Armour® sparked the revolution of performance apparel, becoming the gear of choice for professional Soccer
and Rugby clubs across the UK last season. Now, we're open for business in quality Independent and Specialist
Sports Stores across the United Kingdom and Ireland.

It started with a simple plan to make a superior T-shirt. A shirt that provided compression
and wicked perspiration off your skin rather than absorb it. A shirt that worked with
your body to regulate temperature and enhance performance. From that first T-shirt
nearly a decade ago, Under Armour® developed its unique line of microfiber gear and
subsequently launched the performance apparel industry.

EVOLUTION
OF AN IDEA

Today, the diverse Under Armour® gear lines are built to face all climates and conditions.
The Under Armour® brand on the chest is more than a logo, it’s our guarantee: This shirt
is doing something for you. This shirt is making you better.

FOR WHEN IT’S HOT.

IDEAL USE:
Warm conditions.

Nearly a decade ago, HeatGear®, the original "second skin" layer, sparked the
revolution of performance apparel and rendered cotton T-shir ts obsolete.
HeatGear® is engineered with the Under Armour® Fabric™, a microfibre blend
featuring our signature Moisture Transport System and reliable compression. It’s
designed to fit tight to your skin.

EVERYTHING ONLY LOOSER.

IDEAL USE:
Workouts and practice.

LooseGear® answered the demands of athletes serious about their performance
during games and workouts: Give us the benefits of HeatGear® without the tight fit.
Under Armour® delivered LooseGear®, the ultimate training apparel featuring our
signature Moisture Transport System in a generous cut for comfort.

FOR WHEN IT’S COLD.

IDEAL USE:
Cold conditions.

FOR SALES AND CUSTOMER
SERVICE, CONTACT:
Phone: 01932 353321
Email: UKSales@underarmour.com
WWW.UNDERARMOUR.CO.UK

ColdGear® features a double-sided fabric that wicks moisture from the skin and circulates
body heat. It accomplishes the impossible by keeping athletes warm without weighing
them down. Under Armour’s most technical line now features a softer, brushed inner
fabrication that combines enhanced thermal protection and moisture management with a
superior fleece-like feel for added comfort.

STORE SECURITY
SURVIVAL
GUIDE

Tough times ahead?
A slowdown in the UK economy will undoubtedly affect
retailers, but there are steps you can take to ensure survival
Words by: Tony James

Collard of the London School of
Economics. “Small independents can
move much faster to adapt to
changing conditions.
“Small firms know their markets
well because they are so close to
them. They can also take advantage of
‘sweat equity’ - the latest jargon for
working for nothing until conditions
improve - and hang in there until
things get better.”
So what is the blueprint to beat
the economic slowdown? Experts
have pinpointed these strategies that
can help keep a business booming,
however gloomy the financial
outlook:

Don’t ignore the signs

Here’s the bad news:
there’s officially a slowdown
in UK retail trading and an
average drop in profit by over
10 per cent. Economic growth
is at its lowest for two years,
interest rates at their highest
for three years. And not
even Bank of England
Governor Mervyn King
expects to see any
improvement for the rest
of the year.
In fact, things could
get worse as industrial
output declines by two per cent
a quarter - the worst fall since 1991.
So who’s going to splash out on new
bikes and skateboards for the kids?
And the good news? Ironically, if
slowdown plunges towards the
recession that some experts are
forecasting for 2006, it could be the
small, well-managed independent
retailers who have the best chance of
survival - and who take advantage of
uncertain times to leap ahead.

Changing conditions

Five years ago you
would have been
hard-pushed to see
anyone using a
walking pole.
Nowadays they are
considered an
essential piece of kit
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Studies by DTI retail researchers
show that the lacklustre economy
could start to affect small
independent retailers within the
next six months. Impulse sales
will dwindle and bargain offers
lose their appeal. So now’s the
time for action.
“Serious slowdown can
distract large companies from
their core business,” says Dr Paul

Management consultants worry about
the apparent reluctance of small
businesses to contemplate the worst and make plans to do something about
it. London Business School studies
reveal that at least 50 per cent of small
UK firms have no basic strategies to
cope with recession.
“They really do believe that,
whatever happens, they’ll muddle
through,” says EC economist Dr Roy
Gregory, a specialist in small business.
“But the hard facts of life dictate that,
unless they start forming serious
contingency plans now, many of them
won’t. Two out of 10 new small
businesses could last less than a year
in their present form if conditions
return to those last experienced in the
early 1990s.”

Get a grip on cash flow
“Small firms have always been sloppy
about working capital and controls on
stock and debtors,” claims Colin
Barrow of Cranfield School of
Management. “Now is a good time to
get a grip on this. Cash will be more
important than profit in the next 6-18
months.”
Poor financial management is
currently costing small firms nearly £2
billion a year. Tighten up your
finances by offloading surplus stock
and stopping free credit to customers.
The average small business waits
between 70 and 90 days to be paid.
Cut that to 35 and a company with a
£1 million turnover could claw back
£150,000 in cash - enough to pay off
the average overdraft.
Prepare cash flow projections for
at least a year ahead, based on both
present turnover and the worst

possible future scenario. What would
happen if the bank called in your
business loans? Could you raise the
cash and survive? Would you need to
find extra sources of funds? If so,
make basic alternative arrangements in
advance - you would need at least
three months to have another facility
up and running.
Keep friendly with the bank
manager. Tell him how things are
going and discuss arrangements for a
possible downturn. If you need more
money, borrow on the long rather than
short term.
Look at your capital funds. It’s
comforting to have enough capital to
cover personal and business expenses
for at least six months and a possible
12. Prune down routine expenditure
on items that aren’t strictly necessary
to bring in business. Lease equipment
and buy second-hand.

annual value of your invoices,
normally 0.75 to 2.5 per cent.
You also pay interest on any
money you draw down from the
factor - usually between two per cent
to four per cent above bank base rate.
There can also be a multitude of other
charges, from ‘refactoring fees’ and
renewal charges to insurance charges
and client check fees.
To find your way through the
factoring jungle visit the Factors and
Discounters Association website
www.factors.org.uk or the DTI guide
at www.dti.gov.uk.

Keep your customers
When things get tight more should be
done to sell to existing customers.
Business Link studies show that

Set up a control structure
Is there someone always on the
‘bridge’ of your business or is
everyone in the ‘engine room’? Says
Dr Collard: “There should always be
someone scanning the horizon for
opportunities and watching out for big
waves that can capsize an ill-prepared
company. But more often the boss is
down below manning the pumps.”
Cranfield School of Management
experts believe successful ownermanagers should devote 60 per
cent of their time thinking about
future strategy and 40 per cent
thinking about today. They
say: “Ideally the
boss shouldn’t
work on the

Factor your debts
As times get harder, more
small independents are
turning to factors to keep
cash flowing. Basically,
factors lend money

shop floor if he can afford to pay
someone else to do it. It’s easy to get
bogged down in the day-to-day
running of a business, which
prevents you from dealing quickly
with changing market conditions.”

against outstanding
invoices, typically
offering between 80 and 85 per cent
of the money within a couple of days.
Then they chase up the bill for you.
It sounds the ideal way to solve
the problem of bad payers, but be
warned - small firms can find
themselves in trouble by choosing the
wrong factoring deals and landing
themselves with mammoth fees.
Factors also generally expect personal
guarantees from their clients.
Make sure you look beyond
factoring fees to the fixed monthly
administration charge based on a
negotiated percentage of the expected

retained customers are twice as
profitable as new ones, yet few small
businesses do any serious research
into how much more existing clients
could be buying.
Businesses should keep ‘churn’
(turnover in customers) to a minimum
and have a target for customer
retention. A customer relationship
management (CRM) computer system
can be invaluable - it produces
statistics on who buys what and who
pays up quickly.
The internet offers unprecedented
chances to reach customers quickly
and cheaply.

Build a strong team
Studies show that firms with strong
management teams with identical
views on company strategy and
potential will usually grow faster than
their competitors. Says David Miles,
a partner in business advice group
BDO Stoy Hayward: “It’s imperative
that businesses look at the dynamics
of their top teams and work out
where the gaps in their skills lie. It’s a
good way of improving performance
without using price or marketing
techniques. Unless you get these
factors right, it’s nearly impossible to
achieve good levels of growth.”

Is there someone always on the ‘bridge’
of your business or is everyone in the
‘engine room’?

Is there someone
always on the
‘bridge’ of your
business or is
everyone in the
‘engine room’?

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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SURVIVAL GUIDE

“Keep friendly with the bank manager. Tell him
how things are going and discuss arrangements
for a possible downturn”
Develop a recession-proof
strategy
Paul Collard urges small businesses
that don’t want to be among the
estimated 15,000 destined to go to the
wall in the next six months to make a
checklist of anti-recession precautions.
They include:
■ Take advice the moment things start
to go wrong - don’t just hang on and
hope for the best. There are support
agencies like Business Link and
Enterprise Agencies offering free
advice.

Poor financial
management is
currently costing
small firms nearly
£2 billion a year
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■ Get the right balance of funding,
which can include risk capital and
long-term loans to finance the
company through lean times.

Prepare to change your
plans
Keep up with market changes as
conditions alter in the coming months.
Make sure your plans are flexible
enough to allow you to change
direction if need be, and revise your
plans if necessary.
Adjust product and service prices
as recession grips and eases. Constantly
reassess your own break-even points
and try to compare them with those of
your competitors.
Continue to price for profit and
don’t simply sell at the cheapest
possible price. Continue to consult and
amend your anti-recession plan - keep
revising the worst-case scenario and
how you would cope with it. So long as
you rationally assess the situation, there
should be no place for panic action.

Go for quality
London Business School studies
have shown that, contrary to popular
belief, it’s the quality products not
the tat that sell when times are hard.
“People are intensely value and
money conscious in a recession,”
says Bristol business adviser, Paul
Rigby. “You will only compete by
selling top-range stuff. Stick to bogstandard cheapo product and you
probably won’t survive.”
Pundits believe that the longterm future of small business lies in
high value-added activities that
require brainpower.

Take the long-term view
Don’t panic. Even in a slowing-down
environment, take a long-term view
on borrowing, reinvesting, product
evolvement and staff development.
Remember, recessions invariably
bottom-out after six to nine months.
Your business, hopefully, will be
around a lot longer than that.
si

For a brochure please call Tri Resource on 020 8504 9296 or email sales@triresource.com
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GET IN ON THE ACTION

New Range. New Goals.
Introducing the new range of fashion led sports bras. Designed
for high aesthetic appeal and coordination with outerwear,
underpinned with functional excellence – they’re set for success.

New coordinating activewear.
Coordination with outerwear is an increasing motivation for bra
purchase so we developed activewear which layers and
coordinates with Shock Absorber sports bras.

JOIN THE WINNING TEAM

In association with

E-TAILING

Opening an account
with a courier can be
expensive, but the free
packaging and
convenience are worth
paying for
©FedEx

Successful shipping
An efficient fulfilment system is the key to a
profitable ebusiness
Words by: Dave Howell
Today it’s relatively simple to build
an ecommerce-based website and
offer any kind of goods for sale.
However, what is often overlooked
is the last element in the sales
channel that requires you to
actually get the goods you have just
sold into the hands of your
customers.
For any business that has a
transactional website, ensuring that
you can efficiently ship the goods you
sell is of paramount importance.

Designing your system
The size of your current operation
will determine if you can feasibly
host all of your packing and shipping
in-house, but it may be much more
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efficient to outsource this element of
your business from day one. If you
do decide that outsourcing is the only
practical solution, take care to choose
an organisation to work with that
understands your business and the
goods you’re selling.
It is certainly possible to buy a
complete fulfilment service off the
shelf. Companies like Royal Mail
(www.royalmail.com) and Exel
(www.exel.com) all have very mature
services that they can offer your
business. This rapport will pay
massive dividends in the long-term as
your fulfilment system will be
comprehensive and efficient. This
will also ultimately add value to your
overall business, which your
customers can see and appreciate.
Multiple sales channels are also a

key component to the long-term
success of any retail business. Onlineonly companies will continue to
flourish but, increasingly, the multichannel business will become the
norm. This has a clear impact on how
your business handles its logistics.
Can you take a telephone or fax
order as easily as you accept an order
on your website? Are the systems in
place to efficiently channel these noninternet orders to your fulfilment
house? Richard Roche, Royal Mail's
head of Multi-Channel Retail, says:
“Efficient stock control, effective
pick, pack and despatch systems, a
good information flow to the
customer and delivery as promised, as
well as a good returns policy are the
important ingredients needed to keep
a customer happy.”

Return to sender
Whatever type of fulfilment system
you put in place, you can’t avoid the

returned items that will inevitably
come back to your business. The
distance selling regulations state that
your business should be set up to
accept and process returned items. If
you want to read more about the
distance selling regulations, the DTI
publishes a handy downloadable guide
to legislation at
http://tinyurl.com/6on8f
This element of your fulfilment
process can’t be stressed enough.
Customers are now more comfortable
with buying items online, but they are
also educated about their rights as
consumers. If you can provide them
with an efficient service they will
reward your business with their
loyalty. But the converse is also true.
If you fail in your shipping
services it can have a detrimental
affect on your business. Says Philip
Bardzil of the Centre for Research in
Work and Organisational Psychology:
“Dissatisfied customers don’t
necessarily complain, they just
disappear. The quality of service
determines customer satisfaction and
in markets where there is increasing
product overcapacity, and similarity of
service offerings, service quality is
often the only factor to distinguish any
organisation from its competitors.”

Flawless service
Think about the online retailers that
you buy from. Amazon is clearly a
leader in its market sector. It doesn’t
sell unique items that are unavailable
from any other supplier. In fact, the
opposite is true. What makes Amazon
successful is its flawless fulfilment
system. In most cases a customer’s
order can be with them in 24 hours.

Your business should strive to
make its fulfilment services the best
they can be in your particular sector of
the market. Your fulfilment system is
not just a measure of how fast you can
pack and ship an item to your
customer. Fulfilment is closely linked
to customer service.
One of the most important
elements of any fulfilment system is its
ability to keep the customer informed.
A simple email to say that their goods
are shipping within the hour is a great
way of improving your customer
service. Test your fulfilment systems
until they break. Look for
shortcomings and flaws in the system,
and fix these before you go live with a
promotion or expand your business
into new sales channels. A system that
you have used for some time may not
scale up very well. Don’t wait until
you have thousands of unhappy
customers to find out that your
fulfilment systems can’t cope.
It may be the last step in the
ordering process, but how you handle
the shipment of your customers’ orders
is often overlooked. What appears to
be a simple packaging exercise is in
fact one of the most important
elements of your online business.
Take the time to design your fulfilment
system so it matches your business
type.
Put yourself in the shoes of your
customers and look for ways in which
your existing system is failing. Always
try to improve the systems you are
currently using. If you think your
website is successful now, if you
improve your fulfilment process you’ll
be amazed at how this can affect your
business’ overall profitability.
si

You’re spoilt for choice
when it comes to the
packaging materials
currently available
©Marland

TOP TIPS
Here are ways of turning negative
complaints into a positive
advantage:
Meet your delivery deadline
Don’t state on your website a delivery
date that you can’t meet. There is
nothing worse than creating
anticipation in your customers’ minds,
and then letting them down.
Communicate with your customers
Keep your customers informed of their
order’s progress. If their order is going
to be late, let them know. They’ll
appreciate the honesty.
Make returning goods easy
You have to, by law, accept returned
goods from your customers. But don’t
make this process complex and
stressful. This could stop that customer
from ordering from you again.
Choose your fulfilment
partner carefully
If you decide to outsource your
fulfilment, choose a partner that
understands your businesses. This will
ensure they know the problems you
face and can offer workable solutions.
Fast delivery overseas
The internet is global. If you offer your
goods for sale abroad, make sure you
can ship them just as efficiently to New
York as you can to Newcastle.
Prepare for promotions
If you regularly use promotions on your
website, ensure that your fulfilment
systems can cope with the spikes in
demand that these offers will generate.

©Royal Mail

“The post office has a wide range of services
that can make your business more efficient”

Test your fulfilment systems
If you are going to expand your
website and offer a new range of
goods to your customers, check that
your fulfilment systems will scale up to
cope with the increased demand.
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THE DIRECTORY
To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

MARTIAL ARTS

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment
TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham,
Essex, RM13 9XU
Tel: 01708-522288
Fax: 01708-523322
Email: info@hayashiuk.com

TEAM KIT AND APPAREL
With our in house manufacturing we can offer youconsistency in colours, styles & quality, in
your own design or adapt our existing range to suit your team colours, branded with or
without the Spall logo. Repeat order’s (no order too small).

CUSTOMISED MANUFACTURING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOCCER
ATHLETICS
RUGBY
BOXING (VESTS)
HOCKEY
BOWLS
BASKETBALL
TRAINING WEAR
NETBALL
SOCKS

N E W

Training
Wear

Soccer

Rugby

Hockey

C A T A L O G U E

Basketball

Netball

www.spall.com
Visit our website to view our full range
or ring for a free colour brochure.

O U T

RACKET SPORTS

N O W

Spall LTD, Factory Street,
Dudley Hill, Bradford,
West Yorkshire, BD4 9NW.
TEL: 01274 689968
FAX: 01274 652265
E-Mail: sales@spall.com
Web:www.spall.com

TRAMPOLINES

Tretorn
Pressurised • Z Tour
• Championship
• Z Tour Trainer
Pressureless • Plus
• Micro X
• Micro X Trainer

SPORTS WEAR

Low • MINI TENNIS RED,
Compression ORANGE & GREEN

Tel (01344) 311587
info@tretorn.co.uk

SPORTS BOTTLES

Howard
Plastics

Howard Plastics Ltd
Tewkesbury GL20 8NB
Tel: +44 1684 298206
Fax: +44 1684 850425
email: sales@howardplastics.com
web: www.howardplastics.com

Sports Bottles
Manufacturers

Small quantities of printed bottles now available

MARTIAL ARTS/EQUIPTMENT

SOCKS

Tel: 0116 283 9427
Fax: 0116 244 0193
• Football, Rugby, Hockey and Back-to-School socks
• 150 designs & colour-ways, all sizes ex-stock
Manufacturers
• Knitted-in logos • In house design
and suppliers of the
• Cotton Feet • Padded Soles • Extra Stretch
revolutionary EuroSock

CRICKET SWEATERS

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.fsnet.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

Sports
Insight

BOXING / MARTIAL ARTS

FOOTBALL BOOTS

Importers, Wholesalers & Suppliers
Tornado Professional
Boxing & Martial Arts
Equipment
Manufacturer of Football Boots, Sports bags, Bootbags, Wallets etc.
Prices on request

TEL: 020 8897 2525
www.tornadosports.co.uk
E-mail: info@tornadosports.co.uk

The Undisputed Champion

EPOS / STOCK MANAGEMENT

Authorised reseller of the
Microsoft Retail Management
System and our Retail VPoS
System for Sage Line 50.
www.RetailSystemsGroup.com

Retail Systems Group

Tel: 0121 742 0484
MERCHANDISING
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Full ranges of the UK’s top clubs’ official
merchandise available to retailers at wholesale prices.
More than 100 great selling lines including:
hats & scarves; stationery; soft toys; footballs; keyrings
& badges; T-shirts; gifts & souvenirs etc.
T: 0161 282 0770 F: 0161 282 0733
E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

EPOS / CHIP & PIN

RACQUET RESTRINGING

TABLE TENNIS

AGENTS REQUIRED

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 020 8540 2500
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

Fax: 020 8540 2524
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

WEB DIRECTORIES

Need more income?

PRICE of BATH
The UK ball maker of squash, tennis,
mini tennis Racket balls, Skittle balls
need Sales Agents
Commission plus expenses

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

www.jpricebath.co.uk
Tel 01225 742141

CRICKET

EMBROIDERERS

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

NO MINIMUM ORDER

6 Brookfield Rd, Cotham,
Bristol BS6 5PQ
Tel: 0117 924 3569
Fax: 0117 944 6194
website: www.bola.co.uk

OIDER

For further details contact:
Stuart & Williams

EMBR

• NEW remote control
automatic feeder.
• NEW electronic random
delivery mode.

Y

BOLA CRICKET BOWLING MACHINES

DESIGN SERVICE

ALL TYPES OF SPORTSWEAR
AND ACCESSORIES

✥ Embroidered with your club logo/design or name ✥
✥ Sew on badges available ✥

01487 711884

email: adartembroidery@yahoo.com

TAIL-ENDER

Under the
counter
A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing
A funny thing happened the other
morning. I had just opened the shop
and was putting the latest batch of
final demands in a line on the counter
in order of threat-potential when
someone left a hamster on the
doorstep.
Not all that funny, actually. The
owner, long gone by the time I opened
the door, had left a note on the cage:
‘As you're in all day, hope you don't
mind looking after Hamster Heath. Will
be back tonight.’
As it happened, I had actually
intended to be in the shop most of the
day, as my devoted assistant Norman
was having his ears syringed, but that
wasn't the point. It's annoying the
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assumption that, if you work for
yourself, you've got time to do good
turns for people who are out enjoying
themselves.
As it turned out, Hamster Heath
and I had a pretty good day. Business
was quiet after the Bank Holiday and
it was nice to have some company.
The squeaking of his tread wheel was
initially distracting, but a dab of
cricket bat oil on the axle soon fixed
that. We listened to the Archers
together at lunchtime and shared a
packet of bacon-flavoured crisps.
I have to confess I was quite
sorry when his owner, the woman
from the ecological undertaking
business four doors down, who's
training to be a part-time embalmer,
came round to take him home. But I
did point out that I was a busy
independent sports retailer, not an
RSPCA official, and that if Hamster
Heath visited again he should at least
make an appointment.
.

Odd job man

If looks could kill I would have been
embalmed and in my best suit by
teatime, but sometimes you just have
to put your foot down. One of the main
problems with being your own
boss has always been convincing
people that it's a proper job. So
many seem convinced that you
spend your day trying to find
ways of passing the time and so
by loading you with their odd jobs
they're actually doing you a
favour.
My wife's as bad as anyone. If
I worked for a major sports store
chain would she burst in with the
news that she would be out for the
rest of the morning and would I
nip home and bribe the
dustman with a quid
to take three
sacks of hedge
cuttings? Of
course she
wouldn't. Not
more than
once anyway.
My
preoccupation with
being unfairly exploited
as an independent
trader with (it seems)
a kind face has even
extended to keeping
a log of unwelcome
interruptions. A
typical day's entries
included:

■ A man who said he was a Sikh

fundamentalist who came into the
shop to ask the way to the benefit
office.
■ My wife asking me to keep a

lookout for the arrival of the window
cleaner at the next-door shop. If he
used a squeegee to get into the
corners, I was to book him to do the
house windows next week.
■ A motorcyclist delivering a

catalogue of lingerie for overweight
women that wouldn't go through the
letterbox of a nearby flat. Do I look
like a man interested in large ladies'
underwear? Perhaps it's time for a
haircut.
■ A man who tried to sell me a duster

for a fiver to finance research into
global weather changes. Apparently
the next ice age is due to start next
Thursday. Must pay the central
heating bill.
Verging on paranoia? Maybe. So
when the lady embalmer rang to ask
if I would look after Hamster Heath
for an hour it seemed unreasonable
to refuse. After all, we'd become
quite good pals. At least that's what I
thought until I let him out of the
cage when there were no customers
in the shop.

Little furry fiend
Why freedom, albeit temporary, turns
an inoffensive looking hamster into a
fur-covered equivalent of the
Monster From The Black Lagoon is
something I must leave to animal
psychiatrists. Within seconds he had
attacked a pile of Manchester United
shirts, gnawed halfway through a
hockey stick and disappeared up my
trousers.
After Norman, who has done a
first aid course, managed to extract
the creature with a wire coat hanger I
called his owner and told her that if
she didn't collect Hamster Heath in
five minutes I would be phoning the
police, the local chamber of trade,
the fire brigade and my solicitor.
She was round in less than five
minutes and I certainly didn't expect
such a fulsome apology - plus a
bottle of quite good wine and an
offer of 10 per cent off an ecological
funeral when I finally move to that
independent retail outlet in the sky.
Hamster Heath's visiting again
tomorrow. After all, as I always say,
if you can't do the odd favour now
and again it's a pretty poor show. si
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Quality is our game
Inflight Centrifuge
rackets

Our Centrifuge badminton rackets are a breakthrough
for innovation and simplicity.
Both rackets use a centrifuge
stringing pattern where the strings
subtly get closer together as they
move towards the sweet spot. This
is achieved WITHOUT additional
horizontal or vertical strings. The
result is 24% more string in the
hitting zone creating a much tighter
feel of the string bed, This only
means one thing- More POWER!

Inflight Indoor court
Designed specifically for both badminton
and squash, this shoe combines Perfection
in Performance with Visual Excellence. The
superb underfoot cushioning is not visible
but is built inside using a "Type A reverse
last". This gives the shoe an appearance
very different to what is already available
on the market and making it more
fashionable than most rivals. There are no
short cuts with performance either. For
those players who have significant
amounts of "trail leg" dragging, we have
used Nano PU which has an outstanding
ability to withstand this type of torture.

Inflight Airflow+ tops
Our high performance tops are
manufactured from Airflow+. This High-tech
fabric uses natural Airflow to extract the
moisture from the skin thus keeping the
wearer cool and comfortable. Our clothing
range includes an extensive ladies range
(shorts, tops and tracksuits) as well as a
superb mens.
■ For more information
contact Inflight on 0800 0430897,
web: www.inflightsports.net
or alternatively
email: sales@inflightsports.net

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Pictured: ColdGear® Longsleeve Mock (3512), Compression Short (3026), Streaker Short (3399). ©2005 UNDER ARMOUR ® Performance Apparel.

coldgear® FOR WHEN IT’S COLD.

Under Armour®, the

original performance
apparel, is made for every climate and condition
you'll face during the season. Our exclusive
microfiber fabrics wick sweat from your skin,
keeping you dry and light while allowing your
body to adjust its temperature regardless of
the elements. Wear HeatGear ® when it's hot,
ColdGear® when it's cold, and AllSeasonGear®
between the extremes.

Phone: 01932 353321
Email: UKSales@underarmour.com
www.underarmour.co.uk

